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TBM
Organization of UAT at UPS SCS

Abstract

This final thesis describes a graduation project conducted at UPS Supply Chain

Solutions (UPS SCS) in Eindhoven. The project concerns the preparation and

execution of a User Acceptance Testing (UAT). A gUidebook has been written

tailored to the UPS SCS situation, which should guide the Solutions Analyst,

responsible for organizing a UAT, in managing the UAT preparation and
execution.
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Management summary

This summary describes, the problem statement, the adopted approach, the
analysis of the current situation, the desired situation and the resulting
conclusions and recommendations.

Problem definition
The Solution Group of UPS Supply Chain Solutions in Eindhoven initiated a
research project eight months ago with a clear purpose. Develop a standardized
User Acceptance Testing (UAT) approach, in the form of a guidebook, in order to
reduce the number of UAT man-hours and production defects (logged after
deployment). This approach:

• requires no extra resources,
• is complete and reusable,
• is in alignment with Quality Assurance (QA) processes,
• is application platform independent.

The analysis, described below, confirmed the perception of UPS SCS that a
standardized UAT approach was missing.

Approach
After comparing the current situation with the system development methods
described in the theory, I derived a desired situation which is adapted to the UPS
SCS organization. Adoption and use of the gUidebook should result in the desired
situation, which has been briefly validated by a small pilot and two workshops.

Analysis
A process can only be standardized if it is controlled. The major issue is that the
current UAT is an uncontrolled process due to a missing UAT approach. Analysis
of six finished projects has shown that an uncontrolled UAT process results in two
issues. Firstly, defects slip through UAT which explains about 20% of all
production defects. Secondly, the number of man-hours estimated for UAT
preparation and execution is exceeded, due to the rework caused by defects
detected during UAT and after system deployment. Defects encountered in a late
stage cause a lot of time to document, discuss, fix and retest.

Figure 1

Effectiveness

Uncontrolled UAT
process

--- Consistency

Efficiency
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Desired situation
The redesigned UAT approach emphasizes the importance of proper requirements
engineering in combination with inspections of requirements and design

documents. Since the approach comprises more than UAT preparation and
execution, I decided to call it a Software Engineering (SE) approach. This

approach follows the V-model by Rook et al. (1990), see figure 2. The left side

displays the phases in which requirements are specified, the design is made and

coding takes place. The right side displays the test phases. The broken lines show

that the requirements documents on the left form the input for UAT. The red

elements (With dotted line) have been added to the current situation.

Business
Narrative (BN)

Inspect BN

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UAT, Alpha & Beta
........

....
.........

....
.....

.......
....

.....
..........

...........
Requirements "

Specification (RS) -E" - - - - - - - - - - - System testing

Inspect RS

Detailed System
Design Integration testing

Figure 2

Inspect Detailed
System Design Unit testing

Coding

The gUidebook offers a Business Narrative template based on IEEE standard 830.

The Requirements Specification is derived from the Business Narrative. The

gUidebook also offers a UAT plan template, or test plan, based on IEEE standard

829. This UAT plan is made after the requirements specification is finished, as the

plan is based on the requirements specification. Each requirement should be
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covered by a certain test script, scheduled to be executed at a certain date by a

certain key user.

Conclusions and recommendations
There are four main conclusions. Firstly, the UAT preparation strongly depends on
its input which is the Business Narrative. Secondly, the current the Business
Narrative mainly consists of prose. The prose is not suitable for inspections as it
contains many implicit requirements. Thirdly, no formal inspections take place.
Consequently defects can enter into the design or code and emerge during testing
and after deployment. Lastly, the reporting, tracking and analysis of defects is
inadequate, both during testing and after deployment.

During the assignment I discovered the importance of a defect-free requirements
specification. User Acceptance Testing demands a proper preparation, which in
turn demands a proper requirements specification. Therefore I recommend to use

the Business Narrative template explained in the guidebook. One could say that
the UAT doesn't take place at the end of the development cycle, but starts when
specifying the first requirement. Tom DeMarco's (1979) statement that the
requirements specification is the UAT, confirms this conclusion.

Furthermore I recommend to organize formal inspections of every requirements
or design document, as elaborated in the gUidebook. The proposed requirements
specification allows for structured inspections by formulating each unique
requirement point by point. In addition I recommend to use an issue tracker
(some call it a defect tracker) to manage the reporting and tracking of defects
detected during all test phases and after deployment.

Although case studies in the literature confirm the reductions in defects and UAT

man-hours, the reported benefits of the redesigned SE approach need to be
considered with some precaution due to the modest validation. A thorough

validation in which a project is conducted according to the SE approach, and all
defects and man-hours are registered, should confirm a reduction in defects and
UAT man-hours. I expect a net reduction in man-hours, despite the extra
preparation effort, since fewer man-hours are needed to repair defects
encountered in UAT and after deployment.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Company description

UPS (United Parcel Service) is the world's largest package delivery company and
a global leader in supply chain services, offering a range of options for
synchronizing the movement of goods, information and funds. UPS maintains
more than 1,000 distribution centers around the globe to provide customers
inventory and order management services. Some of those facilities also house
specialized contract services such as technical diagnostics and repair, critical
parts depots, simple subassembly and returns management.

1.2 Supply Chain Solutions

Founded in 1995, UPS Supply Chain Solutions (UPS SCS) is an entirely owned and
independently managed subsidiary of UPS, as part of the UPS Corporate
Development Business Unit. The group was formed to prOVide supply chain
solutions beyond package delivery.

UPS SCS uses their expertise to streamline customers' distribution networks to
gain efficiencies, achieve industry leadership, improve customer service, and
better utilize assets and capital. In other words UPS SCS undertakes the
distribution activities on behalf of a manufacturer or retailer. This is called a third
party logistics service provider (3PL). In some occasions UPS SCS redesigns a
manufacturer's or retailer's supply chain; implements the solution and manages
the logistics companies required as part of the overall solution. In that case we
call it a fourth-party logistics service provider (4PL).

UPS SCS utilizes information systems to run the day to day operation, monitor
the performance of customers' entire supply chain, providing visibility into the
process so that delays, bottlenecks and problems can be quickly resolved. These
systems connect beyond UPS to include other transportation carriers, trading
partners, customer departments and vendors. Modeling software combined with
engineering prowess enables UPS Supply Chain Solutions to create optimized
transportation and distribution networks for its customers that satisfy customer
service requirements.
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1.3 Solutions Group

UPS SCS EMEA covers the European market, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA).
Part of this organization is the Solutions Group. This department is responsible for
managing the whole process from request for quotation (RFQ) to the final
implementation, see figure 3. There are three kinds of activities:

• Support Business Development in the RFQ phase (Request For Quotation)
by providing advice about technical capabilities and making cost
calculations

• Support of customer implementations, including User Acceptance Testing
(UAT)

• Standardization and improvement of internal processes

RFQ Process

Figure 3

1.4 Competition

UPS SCS EMEA operates in a competitive market. As mentioned before, the
Solutions Group is responsible for implementing new customers. The costs for
developing, configuration and testing of software (IT costs), are a substantial part
of the total implementation costs. In case the facility and racking are already in
place, the IT costs may be 80% of the total implementation costs.

Besides low implementation costs, customers demand a short time-to-market.
They prefer to have an operational warehouse as soon as possible. In other words
the design, development and installation of a warehouse facility including an
operational warehouse management system, has to be completed within a
relatively brief period. Usually this period is about three months.
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2 Project

2.1 Objective

The objective is the development and validation of a standardized test approach
for User Acceptance Testing (UAT), plus the selection or development of a test
tool.

2.2 Goal

The goal is to develop and validate a standardized User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
approach to reduce the number of defects encountered after deployment (go
live), and reduce the number of man-hours spent on preparation and execution of
the UAT.

The design has to comply with the following constraints:

• No extra resources can be allocated to the UAT organization,
• The approach should be complete and reusable,
• The approach should be in alignment with the Quality Assurance (QA)

processes (Cunningham, 2002),

• The approach should be application platform independent.

The deliverables are:

• An improved requirements specification template,
• A UAT approach in the form of a workflow that clarifies the procedure to

prepare the required testware (test cases/ test scripts, see section 5.1),

• UAT guidebook, including a detailed specification of the UAT input,
requirements documents, and roles & responsibilities,

• Validation of the UAT approach to derive a functional design plus test
scripts based on an existing requirements specification,

• The requirements for a test tool, and if possible, the selection or
development of that test tool.

2.3 Problem statement

UPS SCS believes that due to a missing standard UAT process, too many defects
come to light after go-live, and too many man-hours are required for preparing
and executing a UAT. Support for this statement can be found in section 4.2.
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2.4 Scope

The scope of this project covers the preparation and execution of User Acceptance
Testing (UAT) of warehouse management software. There are three dimensions
to determine the scope:

• Type of applications
• Phase in development life cycle

2.4.1 Type of applications

Currently two types of warehouse managements systems are in use by UPS SCS.

CDMv (Cross Dock Manager) is an in-house developed warehouse management
system. EXceed is the standard warehouse management system. Both are taken
into consideration, as the approach should be application platform independent.

2.4.2 Development life cycle

Initially the project concentrated on the last test phase in the development life
cycle, namely the UAT. However, in the course of the project the importance of a
proper requirements specification for a UAT, became more and more apparent.
Because of two reasons the requirements specification should be part of the
project, in order to improve the UAT's input.

The first reason is the fact that the output of requirements engineering is the
input, or test base, for UAT (Pol et aI., 1998). In other words, during UAT the

loop is finally closed between the requirement and the implementation. The
purpose of UAT is to avoid unpleasant surprises after the system goes into

production. The purpose of requirements engineering is to avoid unpleasant
surprises in UAT. Thus the two are closely related (DeMarco, 1979). DeMarco
(1979) argues that the requirements specification is the acceptance test.

The second reason is that the ideal UAT does not evaluate the work of the
developers, rather that of the Solutions Analyst. If the system passes unit,

system and integration tests but doesn't pass UAT, then the problem is likely to
be in the requirements specification. Either an improper stated requirement or a
requirement that cannot be met within the restrictions (DeMarco, 1979).
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2.5 Research model

The figure below shows the research model of this thesis.

Ch 4 Analysis

Ch 2 Ch 3
Project definition

- r--. Current situation

Ch 5
Desired situation

+
Theory

Ch 6 Validation &
justification

,
Ch 7

Recommendations

The table below shows the project's work breakdown structure.

U,,",'. 'mi! ..'., :,jUUU" U.'• ,uuu uuu lilillliill:i':!lun;;u ''''" :U:/" 'limn/; 1:/1:,/":,:,,,,;2

Analysis throughput times 05/09/05
Analysis Analysis of delay causes 05/09/05

Current UAT procedure 19/09/05

Improved analysis and design phase, including
16/01/06

inspection techniques.

An improved UAT approach in process flow
16/01/06

Design/ format

selection UA Testing approach gUidebook including a
detailed specification of roles & responsibilities, 17/02/06
req. documents, and other UAT input.

Define selection criteria for issue tracker. 20/01/06

Pilot with test approach. 17/02/06

Validation Costs/ benefits analysis 13/02/06

Pilot with test tool 30/01/06

Requirements workshop 06/02/06

Implementation Inspection workshop 10/02/06

Implementation of approach & tool 17/02/06
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3 Current situation

This chapter will describe the current situation at UPS SCS EMEA. The general
development life cycle and the User Acceptance Testing (UAT) phase in particular
will be described. Finally, the roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders involved
in UAT will be described.

3.1 Development life cycle

Iterative versus phased development
There are three different system development approaches: phased development,
iterative development and package selection development. UPS SCS has a phased
development approach by adopting the waterfall model (Cunningham, 2002;
Kotonya et aI., 1998). In this approach you first specify the requirements; once
these are complete you move on to design, and then to programming, testing and
deployment (Lethbridge et aI., 2001). Each phase should be completely finished
before moving on to the next phase. In practice there is no clear cut-off. Software
engineering is a more iterative process (Wiegers, 2003).

Key user participation
All system development efforts require the full participation of key users who

represent UPS SCS warehouse employees. User representatives provide valuable
insight into the system's business, functional and operational objectives.
Therefore key user involvement helps to avoid problems, misunderstandings, and
project delays (Robertson, 1999). It also ensures that the true business and
functional requirements are identified and addressed early in the project. (UPS
SCS I.S. Standards Group, 2004). Key users' involvement starts early in the
project, from requirements specification through User Acceptance Testing. The
latter will be discussed in more detail in section 3.1.2

Test procedure
The test procedure defined and adopted by UPS SCS (Cunningham, 2002) follows
the V-model (Rook et aI., 1990), see figure 4. The left side displays the phases in
which the system is designed and built. The customer's wishes are processed in
the requirements document (Business Narrative). The final product is validated to
see if it meets the expectations. The right side displays the phases in which the
system is verified and validated. The broken line shows that the requirements
document (Business Narrative) and design document (Detailed System Design)
on the left are input for the different test phases on the right.
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Wishes Expectatio-----
UAT, Alpha & Beta

System testing

Integration testing

---
------

-1 ;::: _
-Y,,-_ -

Detailed System
Design

Inspect
Requirements

Business
Narrative

Unit testing

Coding

Figure 4, the V-model adapted to UPS SCS

Note that the V-model has been adapted to the UPS SCS situation. It does not
show the requirements and design document used in the literature but specific

UPS SCS documents.

The test procedure for CDMv has been organized in a different way then EXceed
implementations. For CDMv implementations the organization is less complicated

due to the fact that development and QA are located in EMEA. For EXceed
implementations the organization is geographically distributed. Development and
QA are located in the US, whereas the remaining part of the project team is
located in Europe.
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The test procedure has the following kind of tests:

A unit test is a low-level test of a single program module independent of all
other components in the system, conducted by development

Integration tests explore how business information systems interface with each
other and with data under the assumption that each of the business information
systems has passed their system tests. These tests are done by Quality
Assurance (QA), which is a department with professional testers.

System test and functional test are frequently referred to and executed in
parallel. Both indicate a test of functionality within a single module or the
interaction between modules within a single system. These tests are not
conducted by the developer but done by Quality Assurance.

Regression testing is the re-testing of modified software at the System,
Integration and Acceptance test levels to ensure that it still functions as required
after defects have been corrected. The focus is not the modified software, but the
unmodified areas that should not have been affected by the changes. Done by

QA.

User Acceptance Testing ensures that the system meets the established
requirements and produces the expected results. These tests are conducted by
key users with the aid and support of the Solutions analyst, QA and developers.
Section 3.1.2 shows process flows of the current UAT. The numbers refer to the
tasks and documents in the table with roles and responsibilities in appendix 3.2.1

The Physical & System Integration test (PSIT, or Beta testing) or 'Soft
Launch', is conducted in the production environment. This is a small scale
simulation in the real world, prior to the go live of a new depot. A PSIT is not
conducted prior to a new release or 'code drop'.
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3.1.1 User Acceptance Testing

User Acceptance Testing (UAT) also called User Testing, Alpha Testing or

Acceptance Testing. The purpose of a UAT is that users perform these kinds of
tests, not testers pretending to be users, to detect as many defects before go-live

and to assure system acceptance. Quality Assurance (QA) performs system

verifying tests, whereas UAT are system-validating tests. In other words, QA

verifies if the software complies with the design and technical specification. The

UAT validates if the software complies with the business requirements.

The actual start of a UAT is not the preparation of the UAT plan or preparation of

test scripts, or work instructions. After discussion with test experts it can be

concluded that a UAT starts with an approved business requirements document or

Business Narrative (BN). The client and Solutions Management will sign off the BN
after approving it. This document is the most essential input for the UAT. Figure 5

shows that the work instructions and test scripts are derived from the BN by the

key users supported by a Solutions analyst. See appendix 3.1.2 for an
explanation of the symbols.

Bug or CRD? >------'----------'------~

Support

U2.10 Install test
environment

Defect
'-----.----'

End users

U2.1.1 Test
scripts

U3.2 Execute test
scripts

U2.5.1 Work
instructions

U1.1 (5.2.1)
Signed Business

Narrative

Solution AnalystTech. Lead(s)Dev. & QA

CRD

Figure 5, high-level UAT process flow
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Appendix 3.1.2 shows a detailed process flow of the current UAT plus a legend to
clarify the symbols. After the QA tests and installation of the test environment the
key users will execute the scripts. UATs at UPS SCS are designed in such detail
that the key users merely execute the test scripts and report the faults they
detect. This is a good way to design tests if the goal is to provide carefully
scripted demonstration of the system, without much opportunity for wrong things
to show up as wrong (Kaner, 2003). If the goal is to discover what problems a
user will encounter in real use of the system, the task is much more difficult. Very
often users do things that the developers of the test plan never anticipated;
hence users encounter failures that no test script was written to detect
(Lethbridge et aI., 2001). The solutions analyst together with QA and the
developers will examine the test results and determine if there are any defects
and/or CRDs (Change Request Document). After a defect has been detected a
Tech Lead and Solutions Analyst can agree that a change in the specified
requirements is required. This desired change is a CRD. Defects require are-test
of the updated code, whereas CRDs require a revision of the entire process,
including a revision of the Business Narrative and are-test.

The UAT input consists of:
• A Business Narrative, signed by Solutions Management and customer

• A project plan
• Test orders
• Static data

The UAT intermediate output:

• UAT plan
• Test environment
• Testware: test cases, test scripts, test results
• Work instructions
• Action Item List (AIL)

The final UAT output:

• Testware: test scripts, test cases, test results

• Log with defects
• Change Request Documents (CRD)
• Tested and accepted application(s)
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3.2 Roles and responsibilities

All parties involved in the current UAT are described in this section. Appendix
3.2.2 shows a diagram of these parties.

Role:
Solutions analyst

Solutions Management

Quality Assurance analyst

IT project manager EMEA

IT project manager US

Tech lead

Developers - Interface developer
- Report developer
- ..

Key users (user representatives)

Support - Technology Support Group (TSG)
- Database Analyst (DBA)

Solutions analyst
The solutions analyst is account independent. The analyst is supposed to have the
project's overview and will answer (ad hoc) questions or will pass them through
to the right team member. All business requirements need to be described in the
Business Narrative, a document that defines the business requirements, written
by the Solutions analyst.

Solutions Management
Solutions management, account independent as well, is primarily responsible for
reviewing the Business Narrative.

Quality Assurance (QA) is a department with independent professional test
engineers, who perform integration and system tests after receiving the code
from development. The Quality Assurance analyst will verify that the created
product is in compliance with the specifications. Besides that, the QA analyst is
responsible for delivering software that allows for proper UA Testing. In other
words the software shouldn't contain any defects that prevents users from testing

(the so-called show stopper).

IT project manager EMEA
The IT project manager will take care of the IT changes part of the project. He
will make sure technical specs will be defined, documented and realized. An
important item is the B2B interfacing with the client. In case multiple parties are
involved in certain UAT test scenarios, the IT project manager will manage that
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all involved parties are available at the same time; f.e. interface testing. The
project manager will define the support requirements.

IT project manager US
This project manager is responsible for coordinating the development process and
Quality Assurance's process that take place in the US. The US project manager
will make sure all required (go-live) support is available during UAT and go-live.

Tech Lead
The Technical Lead, or Tech Lead, the person who is in charge of the developers.
He derives the Detailed System Design (DSD) from the Business Narrative. This
DSD is the input for the developers.

Developers
Each application or system module has a developer who is responsible for
programming the code. Usually there is an interface developer involved, and a
report developer or label developer.

Key users
Key users are employees from an existing operation, who over the years, have
developed substantial expertise of a certain domain or application. These users
are usually inventory controller or troubleshooter. The key user will be selected,
supported and trained by the Solutions Analyst to execute the test scripts. They
should play an important role in preparing the work instructions and test scripts,
which is not always the case. Besides that, key users are usually involved in the
project after the requirements specification has been finished and 'frozen'.

Support
A Database Analyst (DBA) together with the Technology Support Group (TSG) will
be responsible for the installation of the test environment.

See appendix 3.2.1 for a detailed description of the tasks and responsibilities per
role.
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4 Analysis

This chapter will describe the analysis of the current situation. First a brief SWOT
analysis as an introduction. Next the issues found during analysis are described.
The analysis will be concluded with two defect classifications.

4.1 SWOT analysis

The EMEA organization, and the Solutions Group in particular, has grown rapidly
over the past eight years. Therefore it did not have any time to examine and
standardize its (test) processes. Furthermore, the organization of the entire
development process, including testing, is qUite complex due to four factors:

• The product consists of multiple components
• Multi-disciplined development environments
• Geographically distributed development organizations
• Multiple concurrent projects

These factors have been discussed in the literature (Moll et aI., 2004). A complex
test organization asks for a proper test approach, which can only be achieved if
processes are controlled and standardized. In section 4.2.1 this will be discussed.
A brief SWOT analysis of the current User Acceptance Testing process:

Strengths
• Standard test scripts are available and used by the Solutions Group.
• Test expertise is available within the organization.
• There is a strong will to standardize the UAT process within all layers of

the organization.
Weaknesses

• No uniform terminology, for example stakeholders have different
interpretations about use cases.

• In some occasions there is shared responsibility.
• Test expertise is being utilized in an informal way.
• Many project plans lack a baseline and lack resource information.
• Defects are not properly stored in a database.
• Complex test organization.
• A formal project evaluation is missing.

Opportunities
• Key user involvement resulting in better system acceptance.

• Possible certification of the test processes.
Threats

• Test expertise is hard to retain.
• Dependency on other parties that are involved in testing such as, Quality

Assurance, Support, Tech Lead and developers.
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4.2 Issues

UPS SCS pursues a consistent, effective and efficient UAT process. Consistency is
the degree of uniformity, standardization, and freedom from contradiction among
the documents or parts of a system or component (IEEE, 1990). In order to have
a consistent UAT process, we need a standardized process. A process can only be
standardized if it is controlled. The major issue is that the current UAT is an
uncontrolled process due to a missing UAT approach.

An uncontrolled process results in a high number of defects and man-hours. We
examine the efficiency by measuring the total required number of man-hours

needed for preparation and execution of a UAT. I try to measure the effectiveness
by determining the number of defects as an indication of the product's quality
level. Obviously these three measures are interrelated, see figure 6.

Effectiveness

Uncontrolled UAT
process

- - - - Consistency

Efficiency

Figure 6, test performance indicators related to problem issues

4.2.1 Uncontrolled UAT process

As mentioned before, a consistent UAT process requires a standardized process,
which in turn demands a controlled UAT method. This method should stimulate
the reuse of the test expertise within the EMEA organization. The preparation and
execution of UA tests very much depends on the expertise of the analyst and key
users. Due to a high turnover of personnel there is a possibility that the
organization loses certain expertise, which may be needed in a future project. As
a consequence people may reinvent the wheel. This affects the UAT's level of
consistency and as a consequence the UAT's quality and productivity.
What is test expertise actually? Test expertise consists of the intangible
experience of all the test members, plus the more tangible testware (Pol et ai,

1998), such as:

• test cases/ test scripts

• test resu Its
• statistics
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For more information about testware see section 5.1. The extent of reuse of test
expertise can be expressed by (Pressman, 1997):

• % of reused test scripts
• % of reused test tools
• # of test errors caused by inexperience

It is hard express the reuse in percentages. During the seven months at UPS SCS
EMEA I have seen three cases in which UAT scripts from previous projects were
being reused.

A controlled UAT process User Acceptance Testing (UAT) is missing due to six
main reasons, based on interviews with Solutions analysts (see appendix
4.2.1.1):

• Lack of time to standardize processes

• Missing knowledge base
• Moderate reuse of test expertise
• Variety of solutions
• Turnover personnel
• Complex organization of development lifecycle

For additional information see the Ishikawa diagram in appendix 4.2.1.2

4.2.2 Man-hours

Fourteen different projects that took place in the past have been examined.
Unfortunately eight out of the fourteen project plans did not contain any baseline
or resource information. Therefore it was not possible to determine the amount of
delay. The table below shows the estimated delay and extra time needed to
prepare and execute a UAT of the remaining six projects. I made two
assumptions to derive these data:

• A month has on average 21 workdays and work day has 8 hours,
• A rule of thumb in software development is that one third of the total time,

is required for UAT execution and two thirds is UAT preparation (Pol et aI.,
1998). In order to get a good estimate of the extra time needed to
prepare and execute a UAT, I multiplied the planned time for UAT
execution (in days) by 3. To get the number of man-hours multiply by 8.

Planned Planned Delay Corrected Extra time Extra time
Start start Finished finished (days) delay (days) (days) (man-hours)

26/08/04 24/08/04 13/09/04 30/08/04 9 7 21 168

18/10/04 18/10/04 19/01/05 1/01/05 13 13 39 312

30/05/01 8/05/01 11/06/01 14/05/01 19 5 15 120

16/08/05 15/08/05 7/09/05 25/05/05 8 7 21 168

25/08/03 15/08/03 29/08/03 23/08/03 4 0 0 0

5/01/04 3/01/04 9/01/04 6/01/04 2 1 3 24
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Interviews with Solutions analysts of the examined projects (see appendix

4.2.1.1) showed that the scheduled time for User Acceptance Testing (UAT) is

regularly being exceeded due to five main reasons:

• Late start of acceptance tests
• Reallocation of resources to a high priority project

• Lack of expertise & consistency

• Inadequate preparation
• Too many technical failures encountered during UAT

These factors have been discussed in the literature (Pol et aI., 1998). For

additional information see the Ishikawa diagram in appendix 4.2.2. Note that the

fourth cause, inadequate preparation doesn't contradict the numbers in the table

above. Those numbers primarily show man-hours needed for rework during UAT,

not UAT preparation man-hours.

4.2.3 Quality level

Apart from a controlled process and the number of man-hours spent on UAT, it is

important to pay attention to the quality level of the UAT output. It doesn't make

sense to improve productivity while compromising the quality level of the UAT
output. In the long run this will create more defects and more rework.

As mentioned in section 2.4.3 the quality level of the UAT output very much

depends on the requirements specification's quality. Let us assume that the

requirements specification is of sufficient quality to enable a UAT. I measured the

quality level of the UAT output by determining the number of defects per KLOC,
1000 lines of code, that have been logged after deployment. Not the number of

defects detected during UAT, but the number of defects that slipped through the

UAT is interesting. A relatively high number of defects detected during UAT

doesn't automatically suggest a thorough UAT. It is possible that previous test

phases were inadequate. There are four main reasons, based on interviews with a

Quality Assurance manager, Solutions analyst and key user, which affect the

number of defects encountered after deployment:

• Poor UAT coverage
• Lack of expertise & consistency

• Inadequate preparation
• Technical failures during UAT
• Inadequate handover to the operation

These factors have also been discussed by Pol et al. (1998). For additional

information see the Ishikawa diagram in appendiX 4.2.3
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Incomplete or wrong Unit and/or QA test
Incomplete or wrong UAT
Non-reproduceable defect in a test environment

4.3 Defect classification

In order to validate the redesigned UAT approach that will be presented in
chapter 5, the amount of (UAT related) defects that slipped through UAT needs to
be determined. To establish this number, the defects detected in operation have
been categorized. Let's say we can prevent category x which accounts for 30% of
the defects. Then we can measure whether the redesigned UAT approach
generates a 30% reduction in defects. In chapter 6 we return to this subject.

Before analyZing the logged defects, let us define what a defect is. Pressman
(1997) has the folloWing definition:

• Error = a flaw in a software engineering work product that is
uncovered before implementation

• Defect = a flaw that is uncovered after implementation

I adopted the definitions made by Lethbridge and Laganiere (2001), since they
match with the UPS SCS's general understanding that defects can be detected
before go-live:

• Error = an inappropriate decision by an analyst while writing
requirements, or a tech lead producing a design, or developer whicle
programming, that leads to a defect.

• Defect = fault = bug = a flaw in any aspect of the system including the
requirements specification, design and code.

• Failure = problem = unacceptable system behavior, as the result of a
defect.

The first defect classification has been based on the type of test that the defect
should have come to light in (Jacobs et aI., 2004). The second classification has
been based on the different root causes (Moll et aI., 2003; Pressman, 1997). The
examined defects have been classified according to both classifications.

A defect (detected after go-live) classification based on test type (Jacobs et aI.,
2004):

1
2
3

A defect classification based on root cause (Moll et aI., 2003) (Pressman, 1997):
1 Analysis defects, defect in requirements specification;
2 Misinterpretation of requirements, misinterpretation when translating the

requirements specification into design (= system architecture);

3 Defect in application code, error made while programming;
4 Other (e.g. operator error, performance issues etc.).
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Currently the test results are recorded in a spreadsheet. The encountered defects
during UAT for an EXceed implementation are not centrally stored and shared in
the organization. Furthermore, the defects encountered during the first few weeks
after a go-live are not logged via a helpdesk, since production has direct support
from development. Therefore it was difficult to trace all defects that were directly
communicated to the developers.

For a CDMv implementation, both the UAT defects and the defects detected after
go-live have been recorded in a defect tracking database called Jira, see section
5.7. The UAT defects were recorded by key users appointed as testers, and the
production defects were recorded by warehouse employees. This made the defect

analysis a lot easier and more accurate.

Analysis of the available defects of three different implementations (two EXceed
and one CDMv) logged during three months after the go-live, shows that about
20% of the defects slipped through UAT. Thus, category 2 in the test type
classification, accounts for about 20% of the defects. Furthermore, analysis of
defects has shown that there are four links between the two classifications:

• the analysis defects in the second classification, show up during UAT
(causal relation),

• the misinterpretation defects in the second classification, primarily show
up during UAT,

• programming errors in the second classification, primarily show up during

Unit/QA tests,
• Non-reproduceable defects are usually related to the root causes in the

other category of the second classification.
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5 Desired situation

To provide the Solutions Group with a practical UAT approach I wrote a guidebook
tailored to Solutions Analysts' activities. This gUidebook and a test tool, see
section 5.7, are the deliverables stated in section 2.1. These deliverables shape
the desired situation described in this chapter. Note that the revised UAT
approach holds more than just UAT preparation and execution. The approach
includes requirements engineering and inspections. Therefore from now on I will
call it a software engineering (SE) approach.

5.1 Terminology

Quite often people confuse the terms: test case, test script, scenario and use
case. These terms are the so-called 'testware'. They also have difficulty with
distinguishing functional and non-functional requirements (constraints, business
rules, performance requirements etc).

5.1.1 Types of requirements

There are two types of requirements, functional and non-functional. Everyone
agrees on what functional requirements are, however every requirements expert
has his or her own non-functional requirements classification. This section will
clarify the difference between functional and non-functional requirements, and
tries to encompass the various non-functional requirements classifications.

Robertson (1999) suggests to think of functional requirements as the business

requirements. They will describe the things that the product must do in order to
complete some part of a user's work. In summary, functional requirements are:

• Specifications of the product's functionality

• Actions the product must perform
• Derived from the fundamental purpose of the product

• Not a quality
• Described by verbs

Each functional requirement has associated non-functional requirements.
These are properties a product must posses (Robertson, 1999). Think of these
properties as characteristics or qualities that make the product usable, reliable
etc. The quality characteristics (ISO/IES 9126, 1991) as described in appendix
5.1.1 are part of the non-functional requirements. In summary, non-functional

requirements are:
• Not required because they are fundamental actions
• Qualities that the product should have
• Described by adjectives
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Kotonya (1998) and Sommerville distinguish three different non-functional

requirements classes, see figure 7.

Functional
Requirements

Requirements

~~ Non-functional
Requirements

- Inputs

- Outputs

Figure 7

Process req.

> Delivery req.

> Implementation

req.

> Standards req.

1- I

1r-------------------------,
Product requirements

> Reliability req.

> Usability req.

> Safety req.

> Efficiency req.

> Performance req.

> Capacity req.

External req.

> Legal constraints

> Economic

constraints

> Interoperability

constraints
1 --------------

Process requirements are constraints placed upon the development process.
Product requirements are constraints placed upon the product. External

requirements are requirements which may be placed on both the product and the

process. They are derived from the environment in which the system is

developed. Some experts argue that non-functional is a confusing term. They

propose the term constraints since it expresses exactly what we mean without

confusing anyone (Wiegers, 2003).

Each requirement, both functional and non-functional, has its own fit criterion or

pass! fail criteria. If we can measure each of the requirements, then we can

measure the collection. Thus we apply a fit criterion to the use case, see section

5.1.2. A functional requirement fit criterion cannot be partially satisfied. The test
either passes or it fails. A non-functional requirements fit criterion can be partially

satisfied. It is recommended to make use of fit criteria early during requirements
gathering. In other words, you ask the client 'When this event happens, what do

you want the outcome to be? Can we quantify that outcome?' An early fit criterion
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eliminates many misunderstandings about what each event is intended to
accomplish.

5.1.2 Use case
A use case is a cluster of requirements. A use case step might lead to several
requirements and sometimes it can be represented by one requirement
(Robertson, 1999). A use case can be presented in an event flow, see figure 8.

Figure 8, a use case in the form of an event flow, which shows how to add a line
to a purchase order (Collard, 1999)

According to the Rational Unified Process (Kruchten, 1999), "A use case defines a
set of use-case instances, where each instance is a sequence of actions a system
performs that yields an observable result of value to a particular actor". So each

use-case instance is a scenario or test case. A use case is a style of functional
requirements document, an organized list of scenarios that a user or system
might perform while navigating through an application.

A scenario, or test case, is a single path within this event flow. Appendix 5.1
shows the use case diagram of its mainstream path scenario and the
corresponding sequence diagram. A test script is a detailed set of instructions
and input data required to execute a specific scenario (Wood et aI., 2000).
Scripts should not only state the precise data to be input, but also the initial
state, the expected response from the system and pass/ fail (fit) criteria. Figure 9
displays how use case, test case, scenario and test scripts are related.
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Use Case Test Casel Test Script
scenario

1 1...* 1 1...* --... ...
- -... -........

-

Figure 9

Scripts can take the form of input data sheets for manual input, or can be a series
of files, the processing of which simulates the generation of transactions across
the network to the system. This latter approach can allow for significant volumes
to be processed. A well-organized test case and test script repository is needed,
which means that a test librarian must be appointed. Expecting a group of testers
to somehow coordinate a test library among their other activities is naive. In the
desired situation this will be IT Solutions analyst's responsibility.

In short, use cases help us to (Berger, 2001):

• capture the system's functional requirements from the users' perspective
• actively involve users in the requirements-gathering process
• provide the base for identifying major classes and their relationships
• serve as the foundation for developing test cases and test scripts

However, use cases have their limitations. They hold only a fraction (perhaps a
third) of all requirements. They are only the behavioral requirements (Cockburn,
2001). In addition use cases are only useful for User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
and Black-box testing (Berger, 2001). There are many types of defects that you
would never find using use cases with the following types of tests (Berger, 2001):

• System testing
• Integration testing
• Performance testing

Note that the term use case wrongly suggests that there are always users
involved (Lethbridge, 2001). Actors defined in a use case do not necessarily need
to be users. An application interacting with the system can also trigger a use

case.
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5.2 V-Model

The desired test procedure as described in the guidebook follows the V-model

(Rook et aI., 1990), figure 10. The left side displays the phases in which the
system is designed and built. The requirements and design documents on the left,

are input for the different test phases on the right. The broken line shows that the

requirements documents (Business Narrative and Requirements Specification)

and design document (Detailed System Design) on the left are input for the

different test phases on the right. The red parts (with dotted lines) are missing in

the current test procedure.

Wishes

Business
Narrative (BN)

Inspect BN

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UAT, Alpha & Beta
......

....
....

....
....

r.······......
...........

......
......

.........
Requirements .

Specification (RS) ~' - - - - - - - - - - - System testing

Inspect RS

Detailed System
Design Integration testing

Inspect Detailed
System Design Unit testing

Coding

Figure 10, the desired V-Model adapted to UPS SCS
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Appendix 5.2 shows a detailed process flow of the desired UAT. The red parts in
the process flow are missing or different in the current UAT process flow shown in
appendix 3.1.2

As you can see in figure 10, the V-model (Rook, et al. 1990) was enriched with
various inspection activities. Every requirements or design document is inspected,
which we will describe in more detail in section 5.5.

In the desired situation User Acceptance Testing (UAT) determines whether or not
the implementation was on target. Minor corrections may be made during the
user acceptance test to fine-tune system characteristics that are slightly off
target, but user acceptance testing is not part of the debugging process. In other
words the time for correction of defects is past. Either we accept or we reject the
result.
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5.3 Roles and responsibilities

In the desired situation everyone involved in User Acceptance Testing will apply a
standardized approach with predefined roles and responsibilities, and predefined
in/-output per test phase. This should lead to a significant and measurable
reduction of the number of defects after go live, and a reduction of the number of
man-hours required for UAT.

An important part of UAT is training of the final users. Many organizations decide
to blend both training and UAT. A brief benchmark with the US organization of
UPS Supply Chain Solutions has shown that UAT sessions and training sessions
have been blended as well.

In the desired situation a UAT test team should consist of the following test roles:

Role
Solutions Management

Solutions analyst

IT Solutions analyst

Quality Assurance analyst

Tech lead

Developers - Interface developer
- Report developer

Key users (user representatives)

Support - Technology Support Group (TSG)
- Database Analyst (DBA)

The roles have been based on generic test roles as defined by Burgt et al. (2003)
and the UPS Testing gUidelines manual (UPS SCS I.S. Standards Group, 2003).
They have been mapped onto the UPS organization.

Solutions Management
Solutions management has contact with the client. It is primarily responsible for

reviewing the Business Narrative, which is a document that defines the business
requirements.

Solutions Analyst
The account independent solutions analyst is supposed to have the project's
overview and will answer (ad hoc) questions or will pass them through to the
right team member. All business requirements need to be described in the
Business Narrative written by the Solutions analyst. Besides that he will arrange

the proper static data and the required test orders based on test scripts that need
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to be performed. The analyst will take over the tasks of the current IT project

manager.

IT Solutions Analyst
The account independent IT solutions analyst will review the functional design
made by the Tech Lead, and assist the key users with generating work
instructions and test scripts. He will take over certain tasks currently allocated to
the solutions analyst, such as reviewing the functional design. The IT solutions
analyst is also responsible for organizing the test case and test script repositories.

Quality Assurance Analyst
The Quality Assurance (QA) analyst is an independent test engineer. QA performs
integration and system tests after receiving the code from development. QA will

verify that the created product is in compliance with the specifications. Besides
that, QA is responsible for delivering software that allows for proper UA Testing.
In other words the software shouldn't contain any defects that prevent users from

testing (the so-called show stopper).

Tech Lead
The Technical Lead, or Tech Lead, the person who is in charge of the developers.
He derives the Detailed System Design (DSD) form the Business Narrative. This
DSD is the input for the developers.

Developers
Each application or system module has a developer who is responsible for
programming the code. Usually there is an interface developer involved, and a

report developer or label developer.

Key users
Key users are employees from an existing operation, who over the years, have
developed substantial expertise of a certain domain or application. These users
are usually inventory controller or troubleshooter. The key user will be selected,
supported and trained by the Solutions Analyst to prepare and execute the actual
UAT. Key users are responsible for preparation of the work instructions and test
scripts. The ideal moment for a key user to enter the development cycle would be

the first inspection session of the Business Narrative. In addition the key user
needs to be involved in the inspection of the requirements specification.

Support
A Database Analyst (DBA) together with the Technology Support Group (TSG) will
be responsible for the installation of a proper test environment.

See appendix 3.2.1 for a detailed description of the tasks and responsibilities per
role.
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5.4 Requirements engineering

Requirements engineering is concerned with meeting the needs of end users
through identifying and specifying what they need. The UAT's preparation very
much depends on the output of requirements engineering. The requirements
specification serves as a test base for the test scripts (DeMarco, 1979; Pol et aI.,
1998). In other words, the better the requirements (accuracy, completeness,
consistency etc., see section 5.4.2) the better the test scripts used during UAT
execution.

5.4.1 Requirements Documents

The solutions analyst needs to ensure that each requirement is completely
unambiguous, and that he can measure it against the client's expectations. If he

cannot measure it then he can never tell that the product really is what the
clients wants. Three requirements documents have been presented, see figure
11:

1. Project Initiation Document
2. Business Narrative
3. Requirements specification (RS)

Project Initiation Document
Purpose vision, objective, scope, identify stakeholders
Responsibility Solutions Analyst
Readers stakeholders including the customer
Content background, VISion, assumptions (IT cost model),

dependencies, objective, scope, org chart, team members,
WBS, planning

Time < 1 week

Business Narrative
Purpose Define high level functionalities, reports and labels

Responsibility Solutions Analyst
Readers all stakeholders excluding Support and end customer
Content business requirements (functional and non-functional):

reports, labels (pack list), business rules, plus use cases and
process flows for new functionality

Time rv 4 weeks

Requirements Specification(s)
Purpose Detailed requirements specification, strategies, reports,

labels and system configuration
Responsibility Tech Lead
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Readers

Content

all stakeholders excluding Support & Client

detailed requirements (functional and non-functional):

mapping, reports, labels (pack list), business rules, plus use
cases and process flows for new functionality

The Requirements Specification (RS) inherits all functional requirements from BN.
There can be multiple Requirements Specifications if UPS SCS decides to write a

separate RS for every application or module. The entire or 'mother' Requirements
Specification serves as a base for:

• The detailed system design

• Test planning

• Test scripts

Constraints on
development

Constraints on
end product

Non-Functional

Business Rules

Furdiooal
ReqLirerrents

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

--------~----------

I
I
I

------r
I
I
I

Business
Narrative

Functional

User
Requirements

Business
Requirements

Project Initiation
Document

System
Requirements

Requirements
Specification

Figure 11
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5.4.2 Requirements characteristics

Requirements should have the following desired characteristics (Wiegers, 2003):
1. correct correctness determined by key users
2. complete fully describe the functionality to be built
3. consistent no conflict with other requirements
4. feasible possible to implement each requirement
S. necessary it should document a capability that is needed
6. unambiguous write in simple and straightforward language
7. prioritized assign an implementation priority to each requirement

(Karlsson et aI., 1998)

8. be verifiable to determine if requirement was correctly implemented
9. identified a unique identification for traceability

Each requirement:

• Is derived from desired functionality in the Business Narrative
• In case it is a new functionality then it has an associated use case
• And it has an associated goal and test script. Defining a goal and script is

an effective validation technique as it shows missing or ambiguous
information.

Requirements creep refers to requirements that enter the specification after the
requirements process is supposed to be finished. It disrupts schedules and
increases costs. Most creep comes about because the requirements were never
gathered properly (Robertson, 1999; Wiegers, 2003). All stakeholders need to be
involved early in the process, including the client and key users. A recent major
implementation at UPS SCS has suffered from requirements creep. Requirements
also change, which can hardly be avoided. The Solutions Analyst should anticipate
by adopting a formal change process. There are different forms of traceability
(Davis, 1993):

• Backward-from traceability, links requirements to their sources
• Forward-from traceability, links requirements to the design and

implementation components

• Backward-to traceability, links design and implementation components
back to requirements

• Forward-to traceability, links other documents to relevant requirements
Davis doesn't mention links between requirements, e.g. requirement R1 depends
on requirement RS and R6.

A simple traceability matrix should show:

• Links between requirements
• Links between requirements and their sources (backward-from

traceability)
• Links between requirements and the design or implementation

components (forward-from traceability)
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5.4.3 Templates
In the desired situation several standardized templates can be used to restructure
the requirements documentation currently in use at UPS SCS:

• Volere template (Robertson, 1999),
• IEEE standard 830 (IEEE, 1993),
• or Karl Wiegers' requirements specification template (Wiegers, 2003).

After discussion with all stakeholders it was agreed to focus on the IEEE standard
830 for two reasons. Firstly, the IEEE standard 830 is clear and understandable
for both the key users, Tech Lead and developers, since it combines a process
related structure with a system module related structure. Secondly, the IEEE

standard resembles the current requirements specification, which is more
adapted to configuration of standard software rather than pure system

development.

Studying several templates of IEEE standard 830 with a number of experts, we
decided to adopt either template A or template B. Template A has a process
related structure whereas template B has a system module related structure. We
decided to adopt template A and summarize certain system modules (GUI,
software interfaces, reports, labels). Each summary is a set of links to
requirements of a certain system module. The system module specific
requirements are distributed throughout the document due to the process related

structure.
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5.5 Inspections

About 50% of the defects detected during testing have already been made before
coding has started (Freimut et aI., 2000; Vinter et aI., 1998). Therefore it is
highly recommended to validate and verify requirements documents by means of
inspections.

5.5.1 Inspections during development

In practice, most defects are only found during the last phases of a software
development project, such as: system and acceptance testing, or even during
operation. Practice has shown that defects found during testing cause rework on
an almost finished product, which is very time consuming (Veenendaal, 1999).
Inspections are an important part of engineering high-quality software.
Inspections are a means to improve the product's quality at an early stage, in
order to save rework. Inspections not only stimulate detecting defects at an early
stage, more importantly they stimulate the prevention of defects. The
development process can be adapted based on the analysis of defects that were
found. The V-model in figure 12, shows that every requirements and design
document is inspected.

Unit testing

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UAT, Alpha & Beta

Inspect Detailed
System Design

Inspect BN

Business
Narrative (BN)

Coding

Figure 12
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5.5.2 Inspections

One of the great breakthroughs in software engineering was Gerald Weinberg's
concept idea that no matter how smart a software developer is, inspections will
be beneficial. Michael Fagan formalized Weinberg's ideas into a well-defined
review technique called Fagan inspections. According to Michael Fagan a proper
inspection can be divided in three main processes (Fagan, 1986):

1. Process Definition
2. Fagan's Inspection Process
3. Continuous Process Improvement

Michael Fagan describes verification and validation activities, and emphasizes that
verification and validation is a powerful tool for improving intermediate products

such as requirements documents, design documents, test cases, and test plans.

Validation do we have the right requirements? Is what has been elicited /
developed together with the stakeholders conform their needs?

Verification have we got the requirements right? Is what has been documented
of sufficient quality?

Do not confuse reviews/ walkthroughs with inspections. Reviews/ walkthroughs
and inspections come into play during different points in development (Fagan,

2002).

Reviews/ walkthroughs

Inspections

are conducted during development to demonstrate,
compare viewpoints and develop improvements.
are conducted when a requirements or design
document is complete, aimed at finding defects.

5.5.2.1 Process Definition

A formal Process Definition ensures each member of the team is familiar with the
objectives, function and entry and exit criteria of each process phase. Define
measurable exit criteria for each phase in the development process.

An inspection team has four roles (Fagan, 1986):
• Moderator, the team's coach is trained in inspections. He ensures that a

system based on the requirements specification satisfies all user needs
and complies with all constraints. To preserve objectivity and integrity it is
better to use a moderator from a different project.

• Author, the person responsible for producing the work product.
• Reader, paraphrases/interprets the document.
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• The Inspector considers testability, requirements, standards and external
interactions.

All roles verify conformance with the exit criteria. A mandatory training of all
team members to get familiar with the terminology and inspection documents,
will be part of the Process Definition. The four inspection roles have been mapped
to the UPS SCS situation by defining a responsibility matrix. This matrix shows
the role of each stakeholder per requirements document inspection. The matrix is
included in the guidebook.

5.5.2.2 Fagan's Inspection Process

According to Fagan a defect is an instance in which a requirement is not satisfied.
This resembles the definition made by Lethbridge and Laganiere (2001).
Defect = fault = a flaw in any aspect of the system including the requirements
specification, design and code.

Fagan's inspection objectives are to:

• Find all the defects,
• Find all the defects earlier in the development cycle,
• Find all the systemic defects (causes) in the process that created defects.

The Fagan Inspection Process consists of 7 inspection stages (Fagan, 1986):
2. Planning, materials to be inspected must meet inspection criteria and

participants need to be arranged.
3. Overview meeting, group education of participants in what is to be

inspected and assign roles.
4. Preparation, participants learn the material and prepare to fulfill their

roles.
5. Inspection meeting, find defects without discussing design alternatives

6. Inspection & defect analysis, determine the root causes of the (systemic)
defects.

7. Rework, the author reworks all defects.
8. Follow-up, verification by the inspection moderator of the entire inspection

to assure that all fixes are effective.

5.5.1.3 Continuous Process Improvement

Continuous Process Improvement is removing Systemic Defects found in the
previous process (Fagan, 2002). We call it continuous because multiple iterations
(inspection-analysis-rework-inspection) will reduce the number of injected defects
and increase the percentage of detection of those that are injected. Defect

analysis should reveal the defect causes. For each major defect ask yourself:
• Is the cause systemic or mis-execution?
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• Is process change required?

Systemic defects repeatedly show up during inspections. They are caused by

errors in the requirements or design process, such as wrong assumptions or
wrong work habits. This kind of defect is the most costly form to an organization.

Removal of systemic defects is critical to reducing costs and shortening the
development life cycle. Figure 13 shows the inspection of the product of the

requirements process.

Specify
Translate

Requirements
Inspection I-~ Requirements into

Design

~ Discuss Issues

~~

~
N

~

- Delete issue

Rework ~ Defect Analysis

+ •Communicate Feedback Feed forwa rd

- Fix process holes 1- Error prone modules I f---

- - Fix short term problems - Error types
- Error feedback
- Special rework
recom mend ations

Record and communicate

- Learning input for inspectors
and moderators
- What error types to look for
- Better ways to find error types

Figure 13

The resulting defects are analyzed to determine if there are any systemic defects.

The lessons learned from the defects analysis, are feed back to improve the

requirements process, and feed forward to the design process. Observation has
shown that experience gained from inspections caused developers to reduce the
number of defects that were injected in the design and code of programs created
in a later stage of the same project.
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5.6 UAT preparation

Software testing may start after the requirements documents have been written,
inspected and approved. It starts by writing a UAT plan in which the testing
strategy plays an important part.

5.6.1 Test plan
The contents and structure of a UAT plan is based on IEEE standard 829 (IEEE,
1991). The quality characteristics that have been identified and specified in the
requirements specification should also be part of the testing strategy (Trienekens
et aI., 1997). The UAT plan outlined in the guidebook has six components:

• Staffing Plan
• Roles and Responsibilities

• Test Areas
• Test Schedule
• Test Environment Specification

• Support Requirements

For the precise content I refer to the guidebook.

5.6.2 Work instructions
Before preparing test cases and test scripts the key users should prepare work
instructions, also called user manuals. Requirements are a first source for work
instructions. Rewriting requirements as a draft of the end-user work instructions
is an effective validation technique. To rewrite requirements you must understand
them and the relationships between them (Kotonya et aI., 1998). It reveals
conflicts, omissions and inconsistencies. Work instructions should describe:

• Functionality and how to access it via the GUI,
• How to recover difficulties.

Instructions should be written by translating the functionality described in the
requirements into descriptions. A failure occurs any time a user has difficulty. One
source of difficulty is using the work instructions. Therefore all work instructions

should be inspected (Lethbridge et aI., 2001). Proper work instructions:

• Help beginners learn how to use the system,
• And have the correct solution for problems that users might encounter.

Use cases, written by the Solutions Analyst, can be a second powerful source for
work instructions since use cases step by step describe the user-system
interaction. Work instructions can be similar to the workflow in a use case. The
key users make a detailed description of the process steps as well as the process
flows. The Solutions analyst will support and validate the result.
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5.6.3 Test cases and scripts
Test cases can be derived from the use cases in the Requirements Specification.
Use cases, written by the Solutions Analyst, are a source for test cases, since
they step by step describe the user-system interaction. Each workflow in a use
case is a test case. They can be derived by determining the traverse paths
through the use case (Collard, 1999). Each alternative path is a test case. So test
design consists of picking those paths. If the use cases for a system are
complete, accurate, and clear, the process of deriving the test cases is
straightforward. If the use cases are not in good shape, the attempt to derive test
cases will help to debug the use cases (Collard, 1999).

Each test case has one or more test scripts associated to it. A script consists of
(Lethbridge et aI., 2001):

1 Identification and classification

2 Test condition (initial state)
3 Instructions
4 Input data
5 Expected result
6 Pass & Fail criteria
7 Cleanup (if needed)

Identification and classification, each script has a number and a descriptive
title that indicates its purpose. The module being tested should also be clearly
indicated with a reference to the related requirements and design documents.
Prioritize the test scripts.
Instructions, tell the user how to put the system into the required initial state
and what inputs to prOVide. The instructions can be similar to the user actions in

a use case workflow.
Test condition, initial state.
Input data, such as reviewed test orders.
Expected result, tells the user what the output and state the system should be
in.
Pass & fail criteria, list the criteria for determining if the test met its objectives.
Cleanup, tells the user how to make the system go back to normal, i.e. how to
delete erroneous data from a database or reload a backup.

For a test script template I refer to the guidebook.
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5.7 Test tool

During my attempt to analyze defects I discovered that there is no centralized
application to log defects during testing or during the first couple of weeks after
go-live. Defect logs are maintained by means of spreadsheets, which may cause
problems. Firstly, multiple versions of a defect log may circulate. Secondly, all
stakeholders are not automatically informed about the latest version. Thirdly, the

stakeholders do not have a clear view of every defect's status.

Interviews with Solutions analysts have shown the following business needs:

• Solutions analysts need updates on the status of the project.
• Developers need to work on, update and resolve issues.
• Solutions analysts need to track their business projects.
• Testers (Key users and QA analysts) need the ability to raise issues

quickly, whilst minimizing duplicates.

• Solutions analysts need to be able to assess the issues' importance and
allocate them.

• It is important to make sure that an issue doesn't have a duplicate before
submitting it.

• Support geographically distributed development
• Support multiple concurrent projects

An additional business need reported by Borah (2003):
• Studying previous defect reports filed by experienced testers if available in

a database. Exposure enhances the testing skills. New testers have the
opportunity to learn new ideas, techniques, systematic procedures.

In short, qualified issues detected during testing should be logged in an
application to be resolved and re-tested. I translated the needs into the
requirements below:

Functional requirements:
1 Web-based
2 Offer a permissioning functionality to secure various functions
3 Offer a workflow to distribute the workload
4 E-mail notification to project's stakeholders
5 Time-tracking, ability to track time spent on an issue
6 Ability to record the following issue information:

6.1 Development phase in which the issue occurred
6.2 Date and time defect opened
6.3 Defect status
6.4 Type of hardware and version of software used
6.5 Case and script ID by which the defect was found
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6.6 Description and steps to reproduce the defect
6.7 Who is reporting the defect
6.8 Defect severity and priority

7 Remember and load remembered queries
8 Filter relevant issues

8.1 Filter relevant issues per defect type to eliminate duplicated
8.2 Filter relevant issues per project team member

9 Re-open or close an issue
Non-functional requirements:

10 System independent
11 Create minimal overhead

There are several commercial applications on the market, which offer issue
tracking functionalities. Within UPS SCS there are three applications available.
Before selecting an application, the three trackers have been evaluated and
compared based on the requirements, see appendix 5.7. I conclude that a
software development project can gain great benefits from issue tracking.
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6 Validation & justification

In order to validate and justify the redesigned SE approach described in the
previous chapter, a small pilot has been done. In addition two workshops have
been organized and a cost- benefit analysis has been done.

6.1 Pilot

The initial pilot as mentioned in the work breakdown structure in section 2.5 has
partially been completed. In parallel to writing the gUidebook with the UAT plan
as its backbone, a Solutions analyst tried to apply the UAT plan in a medium
sized project. This resulted in an iterative improvement process. The UAT plan
has been revised and improved multiple times.

Unfortunately the UAT guidebook was not ready in time to apply any of the
requirements templates, inspection forms and checklists. However, the inspection
forms and checklists are documents, which can be qUite generic so I don't expect
any problems when applying them. Besides that the inspection forms and
checklists have been used during the second workshop described in the next
section.

6.2 Workshops

At Monday the 6th of February a requirements engineering workshop took place. A
group of six analysts reviewed the proposed requirements documents in the
guidebook. The sample requirements templates in the guidebook, based on IEEE
standard 830, (IEEE, 1993) were compared with existing requirements
documents to find any major deficiencies and to improve the templates.
Participants started questioning who should be responsible for which
requirements document, and on what level the requirements should be specified
by the Solutions analyst.

The current requirements specification, the business narrative, is being used to
communicate requirements with the customer as well as with development. The
participants concluded that is impossible to use a single requirements document
for communicating with both parties since the levels of detail are too different.
There are many requirements that the customer does not need to see at all, but
those requirements are required for the Tech Lead and developers. Finally the
participants started to see that the proposal, see figure 11 in section 5.4, really
makes sense.

Four days after the requirements engineering workshop the inspection workshop
took place. After explaining the background and purpose of inspections, we
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assigned the four inspection roles and simulated an inspection session. The
participants did not require any preparation which a normal inspection requires
since they were all familiar with the specific sample requirements specification
(Business Narrative). The reader started reading a certain section aloud and none
of the participants commented. By reading the prose we found out that the
current business narrative is not suitable for inspections. Not a single participant
commented when interpreting the prose.

Then we took a different business narrative that resembled the structured
requirements specification as proposed in IEEE standard 830 (IEEE, 1993). The
difference is that this document doesn't describe the requirements in prose but
mentions every requirement and sub-requirement point by point. After reading
the first few requirements, the participants started asking the author for all kinds
of clarifications. Apparently a point by point collection of requirements allowed for
a better inspection than requirements hidden in prose.

At the end of the second workshop the participants believed that a requirements
specification based on IEEE standard 830, in combination with inspections, is a
first step towards an improved UAT preparation.

Although the participants were enthusiastic about the proposed requirements
documents and inspections, some reserve should be taken into account. The
degree of validation by means of the pilot and workshops is limited. A detailed
time study, in which inspection hours are registered, is required to determine the
effects of the requirements templates and inspections.

6.3 Cost- benefit analysis

In addition to the pilot, the SE approach has been validated by means of a cost
and benefit analysis. Possible savings that can be realized if adhered to the
redesigned SE approach are:

Rework by analysts re-specifying requirements
Rework by Tech Lead redesigning system architecture
Rework by developers reprogramming/ reconfiguring software
Solving operational issues, such as problem orders caused by incapability of
end-users

6.3.1 Requirements engineering

The first and most effective way to save costly rework is by improving the
requirements engineering (RE). RE not only reduces the number of defects
injected before testing. It also improves the test base. The better the test base,
the better the test can be executed. Besides that, a more detailed and more
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complete requirements specification, allow the analyst to better estimate the
required test effort and as a consequence improve the test planning.

In summary:
Fewer defects enter the Detailed System Design (DSD)
A more accurate test planning can be made
And better test scripts can be derived

I do not attempt to quantify these benefits since it is not possible to estimate the
number of man-hours saved or the reduction in production defects.

6.3.2 Inspections

The second and perhaps least expensive way to reduce rework is by inspecting
requirements and design documents early in the development cycle. Numerous
projects in the past have shown that, although inspections cause slight front-end
loading of resources (primarily scarce people), it pays to train people in
organizing and preparing structured inspections (Veenendaal, 1999; Fagan 2002).

Inspections not only save a lot of costly rework after testing, they also reduce the

disturbances during testing. The fewer defects are entered in UAT the better the
UAT can be conducted. Continuous improvement smoothens the UAT process
because of the defect analysis which improves the requirements engineering
process and the effectiveness of future inspections (Fagan, 2002). The systemic
defects removed from the engineering process would have caused a lot of time to
document, fix and retest in such a late phase.

Inspections are a perfect means to train key users. If key users are involved early
in the project we can prevent any unpleasant surprises in UAT and increase
system adoption after deployment. The latter should not be underestimated since
after every go-live many problem orders need to be solved by the Solutions
analyst which were caused by incapable end-users. A recent major
implementation has shown that it took about 80 man-hours to solve problem
orders which were caused by incapable end-users.

In summary, savings due to inspections:
Fewer defects enter the Detailed System Design (DSD)

Fewer defects enter coding
Fewer defects enter testing
Fewer disturbances in production
More key user involvement
Better adoption by end-users

It is difficult to quantify the benefits described above. However we can make an
estimate of the inspection costs for a major implementation.
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Key user (Inventory Controller/ Trouble shooter)

Tech Lead
Developer( s)

Quality Assurance Analyst
Solutions Analyst

IT Solutions Analyst

1.S. Support Group

IT project manager (IT PM)
Operations Manager (OPS Manager)

Organization of UAT at UPS SCS

Rates (euros/hour)
19,43

70,80

70,80
70,80
34,17

34,17

70,80
45,49
34,17

Document Solutions analyst Tech Lead Key user Developer QA analyst ITPM OPS Manager

PID 2 1 1 1

preparation 1 1 1

BN 8 2 2 2

preparation 2 2 2

RS 3 6 3 3

preparation 1 1 1

DSD 4 2 2 2

preparation 1 1 1

MOP 4 2 2

preparation 1 1

WI 3 6 3

preparation 1 1

Test Plan 2 2 2 4

preparation 1 1 1

Test Scripts 2 4 2

preparation 1 1

Total
(hours)

Costs
(euros)

Grand total

28

956,76

4763,58

16 22

1132,8 427,46

7

495,6

13 13

920,4 591,37

7

239,19

My estimate is that a major implementation would require 106 man-hours of

inspection effort, which would cost approximately 4764 euros.

If we quantify the savings by assuming that we can save two substantial defects
which would have caused trouble in operation. Let's say prevention of these two

defects would have saved about 14 man-days (equals 112 man-hours), based on
the average in appendix 6, plus 25% of the problem orders (equals 20 man
hours). This modest estimate already saves about 132 man-hours of rework by

means of 106 man-hours inspection effort. Net benefit will be 26 man-hours.
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6.3.3 UAT execution

Defect analysis in section 4.3 has shown that about 20% of the defects logged
after deployment (production defects) could have been detected during UAT. As

mentioned in section 5.4, it is desirable that those 20% defects are detected in
UAT before deployment but it is actually too late. Minor corrections may be made
during the UAT to fine-tune the system characteristics that are slightly off target,
but user acceptance testing is not part of the debugging process (DeMarco,
1979). The time for correction of defects is past. The major benefits of the
revised SE approach should and will be before UAT.

The third way to generate savings is not really aimed at reducing costly rework.
The aim is to smoothen the test execution. An improved test execution can be
realized by three means:

• by using an issue tracker during UAT to log and manage test issues,
• by using checklists such as test environment and pre-go live checklists,
• by concentrating the test effort on high priority requirements (Karlsson et

aI., 1998), thereby improving the test coverage

UPS SCS has a company wide license agreement for Jira, and Bugzilla is freeware,
see appendix 5.7. Unfortunately there is no license available for Serena Tracker,
the issue tracker that the US organization has been using. Apart from the issue
tracker licenses there are no investments required.
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7 Conclusions & recommendations

This chapter describes all findings in section 7.1 Section 7.2 will evaluate to what
extent the three issues in section 4.2 have been solved by adopting the SE

approach. It also evaluates which design constraints, mentioned in section 2.2,
have been met. For each conclusion further actions are recommended in section

7.3

7.1 Conclusions

After examination and analysis of the test process at UPS SCS EMEA the following
findings can be mentioned:

7.1.1 Requirements engineering

a) The current requirements documentation, the Business Narrative, has
been written for both the customer and development. As a consequence
the Business Narrative is not sufficiently detailed for the designer, the
Tech Lead.

b) There is no formal inspection procedure in place. There are no formal
inspections of: requirements documents, design documents and work
instructions in the current situation. Furthermore the current requirements
documents do not allow for a structured inspection, and inspection hours
are not registered.

c) Key users are usually involved in the project after the requirements
specification has been finished and 'frozen'.

d) The roles and responsibilities for a UAT organization, defined by the UPS

Testing Guidelines (UPS SCS I.S. Standards Group, 2003), appeared to be
too generic when I tried to translate them into a real life situation.

7.1.2 Test preparation

a) There is no common terminology. There has to be a common requirements

engineering terminology and test terminology, to enable joint
development.

b) Project plans have not been properly defined and/ or maintained. In many
cases the baseline was missing, which made it difficult to determine the
amount of delay. Besides that, the resource information was usually
missing. Therefore it was difficult to determine the number of man-hours
needed for preparing and executing a UAT.
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7.1.3 Test execution

a) The reporting, tracking and management of issues and defects is

inadequate, both during testing and after deployment. Information about
issues and defects is usually stored in several locations

b) Analysis of the defects encountered after deployment, shows that about

20% of the defects are UAT related. In other words, 20% of the
production defects slipped through the UAT.

c) Formal UAT pass/fail criteria are missing which can lead to discussion

during UAT execution. This is not desirable. A script either passed or failed
in UAT execution.

d) A structured project evaluation, with appropriate Key Performance

Indicators (KPIs), is missing. There is no information available about:

inspection man-hours, defect repair-time, the number of defects after go
live or the number of CRDs (Change Request Documents). These KPIs will

enable the further validation of the proposed SE approach.
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7.2 Reflection

7.2.1 Issue solved

The fish-bone diagrams in appendices 4.2.1.2, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 show the main
causes of the following three issues analyzed in section 4.2:

A uncontrolled UAT due to:
a) Lack of time to standardize processes
b) Missing knowledge base
c) Moderate reuse of test expertise
d) Variety of solutions
e) Turnover personnel
f) Complex organization of development lifecycle

The gUidebook will prescribe a standard UAT process and thereby solve cause a).

Introducing testware repositories and a project evaluation form will stimulate the
reuse of test expertise. This solves the effects of cause c).

A high number of UAT man-hours due to:

a) Late start of acceptance tests
b) Reallocation of resources to a high priority project
c) Lack of expertise & consistency
d) Inadequate preparation
e) Too many technical failures during UAT

I expect that inspections, and in particular the removal of systemic defects form

the requirements process, will enhance the expertise of Solutions Analysts and
key users. Inspection participants will learn from each other by receiving valuable
feedback (Veenendaal, 1999; Fagan, 2002). This reduces the effects of cause c).
It is likely that inspections reduce the number of defects that disturb the UAT
execution which reduces the effects of cause e) (Fagan, 2002).

A high number of production defects due to:
a) Poor UA T coverage
b) Lack of expertise & consistency
c) Inadequate preparation
d) Technical failures during UAT
e) Inadequate handover to the operation

The coverage of all crucial requirements can be determined by identifying and
prioritizing all requirements (Wiegers, 2003). We can qUickly verify if all high
priority requirements should be covered by test scripts, which compensates cause
a). Cause b) will be solved by organizing inspections, and in particular the
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removal of systemic defects (Veenendaal, 1999; Fagan, 2002). If more time is
spent on preparing and inspecting requirements fewer defects will enter testing
thereby compensating cause c) (Fagan, 2002). Cause d) can be solved by means
of inspections, which will reduce the number of defects that disturb the UAT
execution (Fagan, 2002). Cause e) will be removed by involving key users early

in the development cycle. In other words, key user involvement is required from
the first inspection of the Business Narrative to the final evaluation of the project

(Robertson, 1999).

7.2.2 Design constraints

The proposed SE approach described in the gUidebook complies with constraints
2, 3 and 4.

1. No extra resources can be allocated to the UAT organization
2. The approach should be complete and reusable
3. The approach should in alignment with the Quality Assurance (QA)

processes (Cunningham, 2002)
4. The approach should be application platform independent

The approach is reusable and can be applied in both EXceed and CDMv
implementation projects. Furthermore the approach is in line with QA processes
as it has been based on UPS testing guidelines. The only drawback is that the SE

approach will require more resources for preparation and inspection of
requirements and design documents. As has been motivated in section 6.3, I

expect that the extra demand for resources will be compensated for during UAT
execution and after deployment.

In summary, all the extra effort to deliver a better requirements specification will
compensate the effort during UAT preparation and execution. Therefore you can
consider this extra effort to be part of the UAT preparation. Tom DeMarco's
(1979) statement that the requirements specification is the UAT, underlines this

conclusion.
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7.3 Recommendations

Due to the limited degree of validation of the proposed SE approach, the following
recommendations should be taken into consideration with some reserve. Each
recommendation is linked to a conclusion mentioned in section 7.1

7.3.1 Requirements engineering

a) I recommend using the three templates for requirements documents
(Project Initiation Document, Business Narrative, Requirements
Specification), which have been detailed in the gUidebook.

b) Formal inspections of requirements documents, work instructions and test
cases need to be organized. I also recommend a time study by registering
the inspection man-hours. This information can be used to validate the
effect of inspections.

c) If key users are involved early in the project we can prevent any
unpleasant surprises during UAT and increase system adoption after
deployment.

d) Adoption of the roles and responsibilities as defined in the gUidebook will
prevent any confusion between stakeholders.

7.3.2 Test preparation

a) During the proposed joint inspection sessions, the Tech Lead, Quality

Assurance analyst and Developer of the US organization communicate with
the Solutions Analyst and Key User of the EMEA organization. I expect that
these joint inspection sessions will compensate the disadvantages of
geographically distributed project teams.

b) The guidebook clarifies the terminology used in requirements engineering,
inspections and testing.

c) The project plan template and UAT plan template mentioned in the
guidebook should be used. These plans include a baseline and resource
information, to determine the amount of delay which in turn improves the
project control and project evaluation.

7.3.3 Test execution

a) It is recommended to use an issue-tracking database. This facilitates the

issue/ defect management.
b) The improved SE approach will result in a limited reduction of production

defects, since only 20% of the production defects are UAT related.
However, it is likely that inspections will reduce the number of defects that
slipped through all test phases, as fewer defects will enter the test phases.
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c) Formal UAT pass/fail criteria can be derived by stating a goal for each

unique requirement in the Business Narrative.
d) A structured project evaluation, with appropriate Key Performance

Indicators (KPIs), is missing. I recommend to measure: the inspection
man-hours, the defect-repair-time, the number of defects logged during

UAT, the number of defects after go-live and the number of CRDs (Change
Request Documents) both during tests and after go-live. These KPIs will

enable the further validation of the proposed SE approach.
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Appendix 3.1.2 Current UAT process flow
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scripts

U2.2 Check
which functions

covered by which
test scripts

U24 (3.10.1)
Signed MOP

U2.1 Generate
test scripts

U2.5 Write work
instructions

U2.1.1 Test
scripts

S

U2.5.1 Work
instructions

Scripts

y

U2.2.1
Missing?

W Work
instructions

U2.7.1 Static
data

customer &
non-customer

UAT test P
plan

U2.9 Coordinate
installation of test
environment (&

updates)

U2.10 Install test
environment
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Solution Analyst

S

Scripts

W

Key users

R

WI

Q

resources

End users

U3 Arrange test
orders

r-~~~-IN-~~-+-~~~~~-< U322 Pass?

U34 (94)
Retrieve Issues,

Updates &
Actions

U34.1 Issues?
y

.. QA Tested Software
I

U3.2.1 Test log

y

U3.3 Sign off
scripts

U3.5.1 Action
Item List (AIL)

U3.6.1 Defects

U3.5 (9.5)
Manage Action

Item List

U3.6 Distinguish
CRDs & Defects

with IT

U3.6.2 CRDs

Defects CRDs
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AIL
BD
BN

CRD

DBA
EDI
GUI
MOP
QA
RS

TSG
UAT
WI

Organization of UAT at UPS SCS

Action Item List
Business Development, sales
Business Narrative, all business requirements are described in the Business Narrative written by

the Solutions Analyst.
Change Request Document, describes a desired change in warehouse management system

functionality, label or report.
DataBase Analyst
Electronic Data Interchange
Graphical User Interface
Master Operating Plan
Quality Assurance
Requirements Specification, describes all functional and non-functional requirements. Written by
the Solutions Analyst and IT Solutions Analyst based on the Business Narrative.
Technology Support Group
User Acceptance Testing
Work Instructions

Stakeholders:
- Key user(s),
- Tech Lead,
- Developer(s),
- Quality Assurance Analyst,
- Solutions Analyst,
- IT Solutions Analyst,
- I.S. Support Group.

L::l / ON} r~
Internal

<S>
storage

( Start/End )
Parallel mode

C"-J CJ
Off-paper
reference
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Organization of UAT at UPS SCS

UAT roles &. responsibilities

The numbers in the current roles refer to the tasks and documents in the process
flow appendix 3.1.2. The numbers in the desired roles refer to appendix 5.2

Name Role description UAT related Tasks & Responsibilities UAT related
Deliverables

Current Solutions Supervises the U3.8 (5.3) Inspection Business Narrative by U1 (5.2.1 ) Signed
Role Management Solutions and IT Solutions Management Business Narrative

Solutions U3.9 SiQn-off
Analysts of one Supervises the Solutions and IT Solutions
or more projects. Analysts

Desired Solutions Supervises the 3.13 Inspection of Business Narrative by
Role Management Solutions and IT Solutions Management

Solutions 1 Signed Business
Analysts of one 3.14 Sign-off Narrative
or more projects. Budqetinq

Monitor planninq
Advice Solutions Analyst about:
- test phases
- test organization
- test environment
- reuse of testware
- automation of tests
- inspection techniques
- stimulate the use of statistics
- support with writing the UAT test plan

Current Solutions The Solutions Manage UA testing 10.5
Role analyst analyst leads a U1.4 Create and maintain UAT test plan U 1.4.1 UAT test

single project U1.5 Select key users with supervisor plan:
team, and is U2.2 Check which functions covered by - staffing plan
responsible for which test scripts - roles &
the coordination U2.3 Specify missing test scripts responsibilities
of a UAT. - test schedule

- support
requirements

U2.7 (10.1 & 10.2) Collect and check U2.7.1 Static data
customer & non-customer specific static data customer & non-

customer
U3 Arrange test orders U3.1 Test orders
U3.4 (9.4) Retrieve Issues, Updates &
Actions
U3.5 (9.5) Manage Action Item List U3.5.1 Action Item

List (AIL)
U3.6 DistinQuish CRDs & defects with IT U3.6.1 Defects
U3.7 Modify Business Narrative (BN) U3.6.2 CRDs
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Desired Solutions Supervises the Budget and execution of the test process
Role Analyst Solutions and IT Single point of contact

Solutions Rapport process' progress
Analysts of one 1.1 Derive project & test plan 1.1.1 High level
or more projects. project & test plan
The Solutions 1.2 Detail UAT planning 1.2.1 UATpian
analyst leads a 1.3 Select Key users with Supervisor
single project 1.4 Derive Requirements Specification 1.4.1 Requirements
team, and is Specification
responsible for 1.13 Derive test cases from use cases Test Cases
the coordination 2.11 Collect static data
of a UAT. Ensure availability test environment

2.13 Define: Specification of
- HW/SW test environment - HW/SW test
- access requests environment
- printer IP addresses - access requests
- etc. - printer IP addresses
2.14 Coordinate installation of test
environment
2.17 Arrange UAT support
3 Arrange test orders
3.12 Modify Business Narrative Modified Business

Narrative
3.13 Inspection by all stakeholders excluding Inspected Business
Support and Developers Narrative
3.16 Signoff UAT

Current Quality Supports UAT support, i.e. advice Solutions Analyst
Role Assurance Solutions Analyst about the automation of tests

Analyst and coordinates Validate reported and coordinate reported
reported issues. issues

Problem determination

Desired Quality Supports UAT support, i.e. advice Solutions Analyst
Role Assurance Solutions Analyst about the automation of tests

Analyst and coordinates Coordinate installation of test environment

reported issues. 3.10 Discuss issues in daily call with Tech 3.10.1 Defects 3.10.2
Lead, Key user and Analyst CRDs
Coordinate reported issues with Issue
Tracker

Current IT Solutions U3.8 Inspection BN by IT Sol. Analyst & Sol. Reviewed Business
Role analyst Mngt. Narrative

Create the business requirements document
for modifications to core applications
Assist and support with the requirement
documentation created by the Solutions
Analyst on reports and labels.
Review and approve static data file Reviewed static data
Assist with User Acceptance Testing with test
scripts, test planning and issue reporting to
the Application Management team
Coordinate the update on instructions
required on system related changes
Standby support and follow up on outstanding
issues and actions
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Desired IT Solutions The IT Solutions 1.4 Derive Requirements Specification 1.4.1 Requirements
Role Analyst Analyst reviews Specification

the Business 1.5 Inspect Requirements Specification~ Inspected
Narrative, Requirements
supports the Specification
business 1.14 Maintain test case database Test case database
mapping, and 2.1 Coordinate write work instructions
assists key users. 2.3 Validate & verify instructions 2.3.2 Work
Furthermore the instructions
IT Solutions 2.5 Maintain test scripts database Scripts database
Analyst will make 2.7 Check which functions covered by which 2.7.1 Cross
tools available to test scri pts Reference Matrix
make sure that 2.10 Specify missing scripts Rough spec.
the IT Solution 2.12 Validate static dataO 2.12.1 Static data
will be properly 3.2 Validate test orders Validated test orders
implemented. 3.4 Train Key users in exceptions Training

3.8 Determine Issues, Updates & Actions
3.9 ManaQe Action Item List (AIL) 3.9.1 AIL
3.10 Discuss issues in daily call with QA, 3.10.1 Defects 3.10.2
Tech Lead and Key user CRDs
3.11 Log issue in Issue Tracker Logged issues
3.13 Inspection by all stakeholders excluding Inspected Business
Support and Developers Narrative
3.15 LOQ testware in databases 1.14&2.5

Current IT Project Coordinate all U1.2 Create hiQh levellT-proiect plan IT-Proiect plan
Role Manager EMEA IT U2.8 Define: - HW/SW test

EMEA activities - HW/SW test environment environment
- access requests - access requests
- printer IP addresses - printer IP addresses
U2.11 ArranQe the UAT support
Validate project document 4.3
ManaQe writing technical specifications 5.7
Determine if enhancements are necessary
5.7
Write and send request for enhancements 5.8
Manage network installation 10.6
Manage server installation 10.7
Manage hardware and software installation
10.8

Desired See - - -
Role Solutions

Analyst
Current IT Project Coordinates all U1.3 Create detailed IT project planning for Project plan, test
Role Manager US US activities and US activities environment

is first contact for U1.8 (10.4) Manage development,
EMEA parties. confiQuration & testinQ

U1.6 (5.7) Manage deriving technical
specification
U2.9 Coordinate installation of test
environment (& updates)

Desired See Tech - - -
Role Lead
Current Technical Initiates project, U1.7 Derivel modify technical specifications U1.7.1 (5.7.1)
Role Lead (Lead leads analysis Technical specs:

Software and design. B2B, reports, RF
Engineer) Supervises setup & labels

technical issues ManaQe development
over the complete Manage defect control
life cycle.
Estimates
projects tasks.
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Desired Tech Lead Coordinates 1.5 Inspect Requirements SpecificationL Inspected
Role development. Requirements

Specification
1.7 Manage deriving Detailed System Design
1.9 Inspect Detailed System Design4 Inspected Detailed

System Design
1.11 Manaqe development and confiquration
2.12 Validate static data~ 2.12.1 Static data
Load static data
3.10 Discuss issues in daily call with QA, 3.10.1 Defects 3.10.2
Analyst and Key user CRDs
3.13 Inspection by all stakeholders excluding Inspected Business
Support and Developers Narrative

Current Key user Designs and 3.13 Inspection by all stakeholders excluding Inspected Business
Role executes test Support and Developers Narrative

scripts based on U2.5 Write work instructions U2.5.1 Work
Solution analyst's instructions
Business U3.2 Execute test scripts U3.2.1 Test log
Narrative U3.3 Sign off scripts

Desired Key users Specialist in a Determine correct format for static data
Role Inventory certain area or 2.12 Validate static data~ 2.12.1 Static data

controller/ application. Pre-go-live check
Trouble Designs and 2.2 Write work instructions (WI) 2.3.2 WI
shooter executes test 2.4 Define test cases based on experiences

scripts based on 2.6 Generate test scripts 2.6.1 Test scripts
Solutions
analyst's test
cases.

2.16 Arrange end users

3.5 Train end users

3.6 Execute test scripts

3.7 Sign off scripts 3.7.1 Failed and
passed Test Scripts

3.10 Discuss issues in daily call with QA, 3.10.1 Defects 3.10.2
Tech Lead and Analyst CRDs
Troubleshooting tasks

Current I.S. Support Database analyst U2.10 Install test environment: Test environment
Role Group and Technology Analysis, design tasks related to

Support Group Implementation and maintenance of
(TSG) are databases
responsible for load static data
installing the provide basic user support
proper test problem determination
environment troubleshooting tasks
specified by the
IT Project
Manager EMEA.
Information
Services
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Desired I.S. Support Database analyst 2.14 Install test environment Test environment
Role Group and the Analysis, design tasks related to

Technology Implementation and maintenance of
Support Group databases
(TSG) are Provide basic user support
responsible for
installing the
proper test
environment
specified by the
Solutions Analyst. Problem determination

1, the Solutions Analyst and IT Solutions Analyst will write the Requirements Specification.
2, all stakeholders excluding Support will attend the inspection of the Requirements
Specification.
3, static data validation is done by the IT Solutions Analyst, Key user and Tech Lead.

4, all stakeholders excluding Support will attend the inspection of the Detailed
System Design.
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Client
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Parties involved in UAT

EMEA
Solutions
Group

Support

_____________1 ,
Development .

----------------~------------------,

Quality Assurance

US, Exceed

Tech lead(s)

- developer

EMEA,CDMv

BSA

- developer

US, Exceed

QAManager
- QA tester

EMEA,CDMv

QA Manager
- QA tester

I
Operations

Supervisor

- key user
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Appendix 4.2.1.1 Sample interviews

CDMv Quality Assurance Manager

What are a test manager's tasks?
Inspection of analyst's documentation. Test analysis, deriving test cases,
and managing test execution.

Major modifications to CDMv? (EDI, Reports, RF functionality etc)
Carrier interface, visibility and data consistency. A work breakdown of the
amount of work (in %) per module is hard to make.

Is there a generic QA approach?
A project team has been established by Peter Tunderman to develop such
an approach.

Expertise
What is the turn over in test personnel?

We used to employ many contractors. Nowadays we only have fixed
contracts.

How is expertise being retained?
By documenting all test ware in a CBS repository.

Is there a CDMv knowledge warehouse available?

None.
Do people fall in the same traps?

Yes, possible due to the number of parties we have to deal with:
Solutions Analyst, requirements specification
Support, for establishing a test environment

DBA, database
Developers, code
A structured approach is useless if you are dependent on so many different
parties that are geographically distributed. Another complicating factor is
that there are multiple concurrent projects, which may cause reallocation
of resources.

Disturbances
In what test phase do modifications take place?

System tests.
Can the waterfall method prevent these change requests?

Not possible, since we always handover the product in multiple releases.
How much rework, caused by change requests, takes place during QA?

Change requests are mainly created in VA T.

Estimates
What test phase in the development cycle demands the most effort?
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End-to-end testing. We are automating labor intense tests by means of

test tools such as Quick Execution.
How are time lines estimated of future projects?

Based on 3 runs. It depends to a great extent on the expertise of Solutions
analyst, Quality Assurance analyst and tech lead.

What are throughput times based on?
This mainly depends on the number of use cases

Do people consistently underestimated test throughput times?
This depends on the development. The more defect we detect the more

rework.

Key user involved in a migration project

UAT
To what extent is there a standard UAT?

In broad lines we know what needs to be done. Mark Ligtvoet and Mirjam van Eijck
wrote a migration gUidebook. The UA T itself remains more or less a black box.

Which parties are involved in a UAT?
• Solutions Analyst (or Project manager)

• IT project manager NL

• IT project manager US
• Developer and QA Tester, hardly involved in UAT

• DataBase Analyst (DBA)
• Test leads, the operations leading hands (LH) who need to sign-off

• Key users, troubleshooter and inventory controller
What is the UAT input?

Test cases = scenario's
static (= master) data

test orders

work instructions

MOP, Master Operating Plan

Business Mapping Specification, not needed for UAT, required for IT.

Test base = requirements specification, this is what we call a Business

Narrative
Who creates test cases (scenarios)?

These are partly created by the customer and partly by the end users since they know
the tricky parts in the process.

What is your experience with the waterfall method?
We do have certain milestones but the method does not work in practice since the
handover cannot take place at fixed points in time.

Expertise
How is expertise being retained?
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We have an EXceed and Epix specialist, who can exchange know how with other
accounts.

How is expertise being used?
By consulting people with migration-/ implementation- experience. Besides that we

went through an issue list of previous projects.

What has been reused of previous UATs?

Just the broad timelines of a previous migration have been reused and
certain templates.

Estimates
How are time lines estimated of future projects?

The IT manager US delivers an IT planning which more or less dictates our planning.

What are throughput times based on?
These have been based on a previous migration 1,5 years ago.

Major modifications in EXceed?

1. Interfaces with carriers and customer (EDI), 90%
2. reports, 9%

3. RF functionality, 0.5%
4. labels, 0.5%

In our case we have a modified interface and certain modified reports. The

remaining parts are not modified as we have a migration not an

implementation.
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Solutions Analyst

UAT
To what extent is there a standard UAT?

In my opinion there is hardly a standard VAT due to the variety in

solutions.
Is there a general understanding about the activities that need to be performed?

Yes, people generally understand what should be part of a VAT.

UAT input?
~ use cases
~ test cases (derived from bug fixes and change request documents, eROs)

~ static (=master) data

~ test orders for the test scenario's

Expertise
How is expertise retained within the Solutions Group?

The Solutions analyst should retain the expertise in order to apply his know how at
other accounts. Currently there is no evaluation of a VA T. There is an IT evaluation of
each release or implementation. VA T could be part of that evaluation.

What is reused from previous UATs?
Only master data of the Dell account has been reused.

Is there a knowledge warehouse available?
No formal knowledge warehouse.

Estimates
How are time lines estimated of future projects?

IT project manager plans three months per release. The waterfall method has been
adopted but this doesn't work in VAT due to possible change requests. Each change
request is negotiated and needs to be approved, which may take four weeks in total.
If approved the request is handed over to development. Nowadays code is tested in
multiple releases, which resembles a more iterative process.

What are throughput times based on?
IT project manager plans a VAT. A release may need three weeks of VAT.

Biggest modifications?
1) Interfaces (EDI) with carriers and customer primarily in the beginning

demanded 30% of the effort.

2) reports, 5%
3) RF functionality, 10%

4) labels, 10%
5) after go-live process optimization
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Appendix 4.2.1.2 Consistency

Lack of time to standardize processes Missing knowledge base Moderate reuse of test expertise

Many disciplines involved

Missing standard
UAT process

No structured evaluation

Distributed
development

Not clear what can
or should be reused

Test ware not recorded

Central repository
missing

FAQ is
missing

No format to
store knowledge

Variety of systems

Growth of
organization

Engineer to order

Variety in solutions Turnover personnel Complex organization of development process
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Appendix 4.2.2 Man-hours

Reallocation of resources Too many technical failures

Number of UAT man-hours
exceededDelay in unit testing

-------~./ Requirements creep

•
Delay system testing

Delay integration testing / Lack of in-house developers
...

Moderate execution of unit! system/ integration test

Delayed start of QA due to delayed handover

Unit tests that don't cover all

specifications

OA test environment does not reflect UAT test

Poor distribution of

responsibilities

Poor testability of

technical

specifications

Poor technical specifications
~

Moderate work

breakdown structure

Lack of training

Lower priority

Lack of

Growth

Knowledae base / Turnover personnel

Lack of expertise & consistency Inadequate preparation Delayed start of acceptance tests
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Appendix 4.2.3 UAT Quality

Too many technical failures Inadequate handover to operations

Too many
defects

Moderate
UAT quality

Resolving symptoms

Poor UAT coverage

Delayed start of UAT ..
Poor distribution of
responsibilities

Unit tests that don't cover all
specifications

Delayed start of QA due to
delayed handover

QA test environment does
not reflect UAT test
environment.-.

Inadequate preparation

Moderate work
breakdown structure

Poor testability of
technical

specifications

Weak execution of unit/

system/ integration

Poor technical specifications ..

Turnover personnel

Lack of training
Growth

Lack of
Knowledge base

Lack of eXDertise & consistency
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Appendix 5.1 Use case and sequence diagram

Add product
to PO

<extend>

No acceptable
product<Include>

Add product by
browsing product list

Select product

<Include>

<extend>

Add product by
typing product nr.

Attempt open invalid
product nr.

User

Confirm item

A use case diagram, which shows how to add a line to a purchase order (Collard, 1999).

I· product List II: Product II· Purchase ?rder Section I
I I I
I I I

1 I

I: Product Line I
I

1 II
I 1 I
I 1 I
I 1 I

! I 1 --L1

requestToAddLine I
I

I I

I I I
I I I

I <createLine>I

1 I
I I

I

req uestP rod uctList I
I
I

ProductList I I
I
I

I I
I

selectsP~oduct
,.l-

I
IdisplaysPlroduct

I
I

addToLine

I confirmsltem I I
I I

I conllrm s
I I

I
I II

The corresponding mainstream path scenario, in the form of a sequence diagram.
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Quality characteristics

Quality characteristics that are generally considered to be important during
software testing (ISOjIES 9126,1991):

• Functionality, which consists of five sub-characteristics: suitability,
accuracy, security, interoperability and compliance.

• Reliability, since it requires a lot of effort to repair field defects. It consists
of four sub-characteristics: maturity, fault tolerance and recoverability.

• Usability, which consists of three sub-characteristics: understandability,
learnability, and operability.

• Efficiency, time behavior and resource behavior.
• Maintainability, since change requests will continue to appear even after

release. It consists of four sub-characteristics: analyzability, changeability,
stability and testability.

• Portability, which consists of four sub-characteristics: adaptability,
installability, conformance and replaceability.

The quality characteristics that have been identified and specified in the
requirements specification, should also be part of the testing strategy (Trienekens
et aI., 1997). However, since the explicit use of quality characteristics is still
limited during the software requirements phase, this also has an impact on the

testing process.
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Desired UAT process flow

Solutions Analyst

1.3 'Select Key
users with
Supervisor

1.1.1 High level
project & test

plan

1.2.1 Detailed
UAT plan

IT Solutions
Analyst Tech Lead Development &

QAAnalyst

N

y

,

UATpian

,
. 1.5 Inspection by
. all stakeholders

excl. Support

1.7 Manage
deriving design

1.8 Derive
,------~'"i Detailed System

Design

1.8.1 Detailed
System Design

1.11 Manage
development and

configuration

1.13 Derive test
cases from use

cases

..
Test cases

..

l

I
1.14 Test case

database

}

GUI
screenshots,

1.12
Development +

Quality
Assurance

QA
tested
code
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Solutions analyst Key user

2.2 Write work
instructions

TSG & DBA

GUI
screenshots

G

2.3 Validate &
verify instructions i

2 Signed MOP

IT Solutions analyst

1 Signed
Business
Narrative

UAT
plan

P

Test
Defects cases

2.4 Define testC{y '--ca_:_:_;e_~_i:-~-~d_es_o_n...J

S

2.6.1 Test scripts

Missing
r------------- scripts

I
I
I

I
+----- ---- N

2.10 Specify
missing scripts

2.7.1 Cross
Reference Matrix

2.5 Test scripts
database

y2.8.1
Missing?

'---------------+-----J~2.6 Generate test
scripts

2.7 Check which
functions covered

by which test
scripts

2.3.2 Work
instructions

2.12 Validate
static data

Work
instructions

2.11 Collect static
data

2.14 Coordinate
installation ottest

environment

2.13 Define:
- HW/SWtest env.
- access requests

- IP addresses

N

2.15 Install test
environment

2.17 Arrange
UAT support
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Solutions analyst IT Solutions analyst Key user End user

S R Q

Scripts Resources
QA tested

code

,
.... y

3.7.1 Failed and
passed Test

Scripts matrix

3.6 Execute test
scripts

Work
instructions

3.7 Sign off script

/l"
N-----.-------.. <t~.l pas:!'"

"
"'.,//

3.5 Train end
users

3.9.1 Action Item
List (AIL)

3.9 Manage
Action Item List

3.10 Discuss
issues in daily call
with QA and Tech

Lead

3.1 5 Log testware
in databases

3.3 Exceptions

3.8 Determine I
Issues, Updates :.----- -

& Actions I

':~l" I
<·3~.1 ISSU~:?'>",

N '-'- // Y
'-',-",///

3.2 Validate test
l------+----I~ orders

3 Arrange test
orders

3.10.1 Defects

N

3.12 Modify
Business
Narrative

3.13 Inspection
by stakeholders

excl. Support

3.10.2 CRDs

.........1__-.......,....-
311 log
issue in
Issue

Tracker

Defects

3.14 Sign
off?
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Appendix 5.5 Inspections

Step Objective Roles Responsibilities
involved

Author

Inspector

the Reader
and
for

1. Planning Ensures document Moderator
meets inspection
entry criteria.

Author

2. Overview Obtain a shared Moderator
meeting understanding to

enable efficient

preparation Author

Reader

Inspector

3. Enable effective Moderator
Preparation participation in

inspection
meeting. All team
members
individually

review/study
document,
prepare
discussion.

4. Identify, classify Moderator
Inspection and record

document defects.

Ensures that document meets inspection entry criteria
and that al supporting documentation is available.

Depending on the size of the document, the moderator
may need to schedule several inspection meetings.

Schedules overview and inspection meetings and sends
out meeting notices

Rework has been completed for a reinspection

Author and moderator select inspection team and
determine roles

Review material with moderator

Chairs the meeting and assigns roles

Distributes inspection materials and records overview
hours

Gives presentation, briefing team on document
background, purpose design, problem, solution etc.

Answer team's questions

Provide moderator with time expended in preparation for
overview.

Ask questions to clarify understanding of work product

Ask questions to clarify understanding of work product

Study and understand work product to gUide/ coach
both reader and inspector

Complete individual preparation log

Record preparation time

Prepare as peer inspector

Record preparation time

Paraphrase/interpret the work product in the inspection
meeting

Determine path to be taken through the work product

Review work product against standards, exit criteria,
requirements and other documents in the inspection
package

Complete individual preparation log (questions and
issues)

Record preparation time

Lead inspection meeting

Ensure focus remains on identifying defects

Ensure defects are categorized by severity, type, and
class
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Author

Reader

Inspector

5. Evaluate if team Moderator
Inspection synergy was
& defect adequate and what
analysis would be needed

to improve the
next inspection.
Besides that the
defect are
analyzed for defect
cause removal.

Author

Inspector

Organization of UAT at UPS SCS

Record work product issues where team consensus
cannot be reached

Record non-product issues

Review all issues and record any resolutions

Assign action items for unresolved issues

Record total inspection time

Obtain estimate for rework

Complete inspection report and collect all forms

Provide moderator with preparation time

Confirm reader's interpretation of work product

Confirm inspector's understanding of interfaces and
approaches to testing, and answer questions.

Fulfill role of peer inspector

Guide team through work product

Paraphrase, confirming understand with author and
inspector

Point out areas of difficulty

Ask questions to assure understanding of work product,
and remain focused on finding defects.

Evaluate the work product, not the author!

Accept action items to resolve issues

Schedule analysis meeting as soon as possible

Seek group recommendations for improvement of the
software inspection process based on analysis of step 1
-4

Review each unresolved issue, assign action items

Review each major defect recorded and attempt to
determine its cause

For systemic defects, seek recommendations for
improvement

For each change recommended, complete an inspection
issue form for evaluation in the process improvement
step

Review action items assigned and changes
recommended

Participate if requested and provide clarification.

Suggest solutions to correct defects

Resolve issues, accept action items

Recommend process changes

6. Rework Remove defects Author Utilizes the defect list and any notes he recorded during
the meeting

Corrects all defects documented in the inspection
meeting

Determines if scope of rework increased sufficiently to
justify reinspection

Record actual rework time.
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7.
up

Follow- Verify defect Moderator
removal to ensure & Author
no new defects are
introduced

Moderator

Reviews corrected defects with author, ensures all
defects identified are corrected conform to standards,
meet exit criteria and product requirements

Verify that no new defects were introduced during
rework

Determine scope of rework to justify reinspection

Signs off
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Tracker comparison

Function Serena TeamTrack JIRA BugziUa

Open (reopen) and close an Y Y Y
issue, or reopen and close a
defect

~elect priority Y Y Y
~elect severity N N Y

Select platform, operating N Y Y
~ystem and version
Select component Y Y Y

IAssign issuel defect to Y Y Y
~eveloper

Steps to reproduce Y Y Y
IAttach documents Y Y Y

Display status Y Y Y
Display resolution Y Y Y

Query issuesl defects Y Y Y

Remember and load Y Y Y
remembered queries

Facilitate communication Y Y Y

Display change history Y Y Y

Display work log Y Y Y

Open (reopen) and close an N Y N
issue, or reopen and close a
defect
E-mail notification Y Y Y

Show dependency tree YIN YIN Y
Show dependency graph YIN YIN Y
Dashboard Y Y N

Permissioning system Y Y Y

License costs (US 750/ user / year 4800 perpetual use and FREE
dollars) unlimited # users
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UAT Examples

Project Defect Cause Estimated effort to Estimated effort to solve
prevent defect defect

Philips Carrier codes in shipping No requirements Setup: 2 days for 3 persons Client: 3 days for 2 persons
SC system needed to be setup defined for transport (Transport/OPS + analyst + Setup: 2 days for 3 persons

setup in EDT EDT expert) Problem solving: 5 days for 2
Total: 6 days persons

Savings: 16 days
IBM Printing bug, "Print jobs are Root cause is incorrect - About 40 man-hours for

lost" requirements. redevelopment
Savings: 5 days

IBM Bug in packing area, "Trays Root cause is incorrect - About 15 man-hours for
in Dynamic Location not requirements. analysis plus 15 man-hours
being freed" for redevelopment

Savings: "'4 days
PF ePIX solution does not Incomplete Pack list 2 Testers: 2 days 2 Testers: 2 days

translate Nordic/ German test in phase 1 and 2. 2 Application experts: 1 day 2 Application experts: 1 day
characters to printable Root cause is missing IT project manager: 2 days IT project manager: 2 days
characters leading to requirements. 2 EDI analysts: 2 days 2 EDI analysts: 2 days
incorrect addresses on labels TSG: 1 day TSG: 1 day
and possibly ED! to carriers. Total: 12 days OSG + OPS manager: 2 days

Savings: 4 days
InFocus An incorrect version of Invoice and Pack slip Developer: 2 days About 60 man-hours (7.5

Invoice and Pack slip had version have not been Analyst: 1 day days) at the operation plus 4
been installed. tested in UAT. Root Tech Lead: 1 day days redevelopment

cause, improper Total: 4 days
configuration test by Savings: 7,5 days
1.S. Support.

Average Savings: 36/5 = "'7 days
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3PL

4PL

AIL
ASN
B2B map

BC

BO
BN

BOL
BPO

BRC

BSA

<:':<:lP~?<
CAST
COMv

CRO
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MoM

LPN

MOP

Macos

FGV
KLOC

..........................................1 fl~?<G.J(?l:><:llyi~\:YL~h~~E<:lQ?P<:>T~9.~igQ~E<:l<:~~~E<:l<:~?Y?~~r:D
Kilo Lines Of Code, a traditional measure for the complexity
and size of software.
License Plate Number assigned to received goods, same as a

MU.~I '.
Macos is an integrated software platform of nine systems and
applications. It supports every step of the distribution of
goods, from order to shipping, including the duty and tax

I.................................................................................................... g~<:I9.T9.~i<:>Q?E~q!:J~?~~gl:>y~~?~(?'!1?~

. .. .....tv.1iQ~~~?<:>ftv.1~~~iQ9.
Master Operations Plan, a document which describes the
warehouse processes. This document is specifically written
for the operation, whereas the Business Narrative is written

... .. ..... f<:>E~h~q~y~l<:>p~T?~

M0 U . .. ...........................tv.1~'!1(?T<:lD9!:Jr:D(?r~Q9~E?~9.QqiQg .
•.MUI 1 tv.1(?y9.l:>I~l)Qi~~qL9.~~Q9igi~Jg<:>t9.p<:lII~~(?r<:E<:l~~

PERF Document that an IT project manager uses to register the
.......n~r:Dl:>~Egf.r:D9.D~bg~T??P~D9~ .

l ..: :.....: :.............................................................................. • Pr(?J~<:~PTigEi~i~9.~i<:>Dtv.19.~ri?< .
•. :p u::::..::::D o::c.................................................................... • Pi<:k~p[?E(?Pgff.I<:><:9.~i<:>D

QA Quality Assurance is a department with independent
professional test engineers, who perform integration and
s stem tests after receivin the code from develo ment.

RF ....P.<:lqi<:>EE~q~~Q<:y

.RFA............................................................................... • p.~ql:l~?tF(?Ef\ppr(?Pr.i9.~i<:>D

•....R,....,F,F..........................................................................................• p.~q!:J~?tF(?EE~QgiQg
gEQ. . 1 g~q!:J~?~F<:>EQ~<:>~<:l~igQ

SCM ....• ?!:Jpply~h<:liDtv.1<:lD9.9~r:D~D~

5DM?y?~~r:D?[?~y~l<:>pr:D~Q~f':1~~h(?g
SG?<:>I~~igQ?G.T<:>~P ...
SKU .............?~<:><:kk~~piD9~Dit(:::::l)Qiq!:J~P9.EtQ!:Jr:Dl:>~r.} ..
SLAP ......................................PEq9Tc:I'!1JqEPriD~iDg<:>Jhi9by<:>I~r:D~r.~P<:>E~?

SOP?~<:lD9<:lT9Qp~E<:l~iQgP.I9.D
5 PL ..... ...?~Eyi<:~P9.T~?~<:>9i?~i<:? ...
SPM Standards Practice Manual, used as a gUideline for

.. q~y~lgpr:D~Dt?~9.Qq<:lTq?9~VP?~ ..
TSG .I~<:bD<:>lggy?!:JPP9EtG.Tql:lP

UA ...l)?~Ef\<:<:~p~9.n<:~ .
UAT .. ......~?~Ef\<:<:~p~9.n<:~I~?~iQg

•....V..:..:A.....:.::::L......................................................................................• y9.J.l:l..~....Aqg~q ...~(?g ..i.?~.i.<:.?..... ...
WI Work Instructions•......:...:...::c........................................................................................•
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Acceptance
Criteria

Acceptance Test

The standards or rules upon which to base the approval of a
product.

The Acceptance Test ensures that the system meets
established requirements and produces expected results. The
key users, with the aid of LS. Support, conduct the
acce tance tests.

Beta Test

Acceptance
Report

Test A report summarizing the outcome of the Acceptance Test,
the Recommendations of the test team, and the risk

I 1 c:J??<:l<::i9~~e::tY.Yi~hpr<:le::t~<::~i<:lD.ir:D.c..Ie.c me..c nt.:..at i..on 1

Alpha Test An acceptance test, run by the user community, that takes

.. . .. . ...............pI9<::~iD.c:J~~?t~D.yirQD.r:D.~D.~~
Batch A group of transactions to be processed at one time, as a

unit. Also used in the context of off-line (batch) vs. "on-line"

f ··· · ··· · · ··· ·..·f PTQ<::~??iD.g~ .
An acceptance test, run by the user community, that takes
place in a production environment where the application has
been i

Black-Box Testing A testing strategy, also called data-driven, or input/output
driven testing. The tester is not concerned about program
internal behavior and structure. Test data is derived solely
from the specifications (i.e., without taking advantage of
knowledge of the internal structure of the program). See also
"White-Box Testi

Branch
Testing

CoverclQe I The technique of executing enough tests to ensure that every
branching alternative has been exercised at least once.

Branch

Business
ReqUirements

A program point at which the control flow has two or more
alternatives.

Needs which are logically derived from the business issues;
influencing factors may be competitive forces, cost reduction,
new technologies, etc.

Compiler

.~<:le::t~Pr<:lp .. ..... . . .... ..............At:l~Y.Y~~1~9?~<:lL9Y.Yc:JT~hQ~?~r:D.9Q9g~r:D.~t:l~?y?~~r:D.~
Code Review A constructive review by a programmer's peers of a computer

program's ability to satisfy its specifications in a reliable,
efficient and maintainable manner. See also "inspection" and
"wal h".
Software that converts a program's source code into
machine-readable ob 'ect code.

Cross Reference A matrix to check whether a certain set of test scripts covers

Matrix .f- c:JU~~I~Yc:JD~~~?~<::c:J?~?c:JQ<:IflJ.D.<::~i<:lt:lc:Jli~y~
Data Reduction The process of reducing multiple defects to the single source

of the error.

Debugging The process of locating, analyzing, and correcting syntactic

... .c:JQ<:IJ<:lgi<::c:JI~rr<:lr?e::t~TiQg<::<:l<:liQg~
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Failure
Fault
Functional Testing

Journal entries of a system's defects found during testing. It
usually includes a description of the defect, dates when the
defect was found, person(s) responsible for its repair and a

........................................... 1 qTi~f<:l~?<::tip~iq!:1gthg"Yit"Yc:l?T~Pc:liT~<:l~
See "Defect Log".Tracking

Defect Log

Error

Go-live

Defect
Database
Detail
Design

System A detailed description of the working relations among parts of
a system in terms of their characteristic actions. The
description must be sufficiently detailed to allow sUbsequent

<:l~y.~lgpl.:l::l~!:1~c:lrJ<:liI.:l::lPI~I.:l::I~':l~9.~igrJ9.<::~iy.i~i~?~g~9.~~plc:l<::l:!~
A slip-up or inappropriate decision by a software developer

................................................1 ~hc:l~Tl:!?~I~?ir:!?gf~"Yc:lr.l:!<::qrJ~c:lirJi':lg9.<:ll:!fl:!<::~Lf'.l~J~~

VrJc:l<::c::l:!P~c:ll?I~l?~hc:lyi9t~~hil?i~~<:lqyc:l?y?~l:!I.:l::I~
See defect.
Testing of a specific function or module within an application.

1 1 f\1?qc::'.lLIl:!<:l?y?~l:!I.:l::I~E:l?~i':lg~
The launch or deployment of a Warehouse Management

Implementation The activities following acceptance of a completed product
during which the details of a new system are put into
practice. It involves installing equipment and software,
training personnel and initiating procedures defined during

I "'1 ~h~gl:!yl:!lqpl.:l::ll:!':l~?~c:lgl:!?~
Inspections A formal evaluation technique in which software requirements,

design, or code are examined in detail by a group other than the
author to detect faults, violations of development standards, and

.... ... ..... .<:>t~t=.r.pr.<:>~It=.Q:1?(r~l::l::$tq~Z?~}.
Instance A synonym of object. This term is used when talking about

an object in the context of its class. Object x is an instance of

I ·1 c::Jc:l??Y~
Integration Test Tests that explore how business information systems

interface with each other and with data under the assumption
that each of the business information systems have passed

I.................................................................................................. · ..·1 ~h.~.i.r. ?y.?~.~ ..r:DJl:!?J.?~ .
Jira A defect repository to log issues encountered during

. .9PE:lTc:ltig':l~
Life Cycle Testing The process of verifying the consistency, completeness, and

........................... .1 c::9TE~c::~':l~??gf?qn"Yc:lT~9.~l:!c:l<::h?~c:lgl:!i':lit?gE:lyl:!lgpl.:l::ll:!rJt
Loop An iteration of processing logic within a program. When loops

are embedded within other loops, they are referred to as

I · · ·.. ······ · ·· ··· ··· ·..·1 'IrJ~?~E:lglgqp?~'1
Module A logical unit of a program which can be written and tested in

I · ·······.. ····· ····· I r.l:!Ic:ltiY~irJ<:lE:lpE:lrJ<:lE:lrJ<::E:lJrqr:DthE:lTE:l?tgt~hE:lpr()grc:lr:D~
Object A data element which belongs to a particular class and has its

own identit . See also 'instance'....... .. .....
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A path through a program is a sequence of instructions or
statements that start at an entry, junction or decision and
ends at another, or possibly the same, junction, decision or

Performance

Regression Test

The processing ability, in terms of response time and
throughput rates, of a system under certain workload and

... ~ql'1.fig.lJ.r<:l.~.iq.I'1 .. C;q.l'1<:li~ig ..I'1..?..: .
Ahighl~y~I~~C;hl'1i~<:lI<:l~fil'1i~igl'1gf~h~prgpg?~<:l?Y?~~EI'1:
a department with independent professional test engineers,
who perform integration and system tests after receiving the

I ············································1 ~<?<:l~Xr<?rI'l<:l~y~lgprl'l~l'1t:
Test of a previously verified program following the progrnrn <;; I

modification for extension or correction.

Testware

Test Base

Testing

Scenario

Specifications

System Test

Stress Test

Test Bed

An instance of a use case that expresses a specific
occurrence of the use case with a specific actor operating at

........................................................., c:l?p~c;ifi~~irl'l~c:lrl<:llJ?il'1g?p~C;iXiC;<:lc:l~c:l~
Soft Launch Similar to a go-live, however IT makes back-up of the data in

the real-live environment, so that everything can be cleaned

•.....................................................................................................•...lJPil'1~<:l?~(?f~rI'l~rg~l'1~y: .
The description of the processing requirements that ar
satisfied .

.....•..••.........................................•.... ...•
Testing in which a system is subjected to excessive inputs or
load to explore the system's capability under extreme
resource demands.
A test of the system performed with created test cases and
test data after all unit tests have successfully been
completed, in order to test the interactions between modules.

AI?<?C;<:lJI~<:lXlJl'1~ti<?I'1<:lL~~?~il'1g:
Manual or automated examination of a product behavior
(requirements, design, or software) by reviewing the
product/ behavior or program with test data to verify that it
satisfied requirements, or to uncover differences between

•. .....................................................................................................•• ~~p~~t~<:l(;}I'1<:l<:l~tlJ<:llr~?lJl~?:
This term encompasses all products developed during the
test project:
Test cases, test scripts, test results, tools used, statistics,

I.................................................................................................... iI'1Xr<:l?tElJC;~lJT~<:l~?C;Tipti91'1:
Documentation which describes the required functionality and

... .Jh(;!irqlJc:lli~YE~qlJiT(;!rI'l~I'1~?: .
Test environment containing the hardware, instrumentation
tools, simulators, and other support software needed to test

Test Case
Test Plan

See 'Scenario'.
A document describing the intended scope, approach,
resources, and schedule of testing activities. It identifies test
items, the features to be tested, the testing tasks, the
personnel performing each task, and any risks requiring

...................................................•. ~<?l'1tiI'19~I'1C;Ypl<:ll'1l'1iD.g:
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ToolTest
(automated)

Test Script A detailed set of instructions, initial state, expected outcome,
validation criteria and input data required to execute a
s ecific test condition and record its results.

I······································································································1
A software and/or hardware product that serves to simulate
the environment in which the final system will be used.
Features common to automated test tools include: data
input, simulation of on-line and/or batch executions, perform
repetitive tasks, record results, and allow for exact
du lication of test runs.

User Acceptance
I~?~il'1g

White-Box Testing A testing strategy, also called logic-driven testing, based on
examination of the internal structure of the program. In
using this strategy, the tester derives test data from an
examination of the program's logic (and often at the neglect

.................... (?fJb~?p~c::ific::C:l~iC?l'1). See also "Black-Box" Testin .

Unit Test

Use Case

A test of one program module independently of all other

t·····················································............................... I c::C?f!lPQI'1~I'1~?il'1~b~?y?~~f!I~
A use case represents a functional requirement. It is a
description that illustrates, step by step, how a user is
intending to use a system, essentially capturing the system
behavior from the user's oint of view ............................. ··1

See 'Acceptance Testing'.
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